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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
<falifornta JLegislature
SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE
on
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

SENATOR JERRY SMITH
Chairman

October 23, 1978

Qihr ~upcrinr <!Inurt
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012
CHAMBERS OF

TELEPHONE

ROBERT FAINER, JUDGE

(213) 974-1234

October 24, 1978

The Honorable Jerry Smith, Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on Administration
of Justice
3056 State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Senator Smith:
Your Advisory Commission on Family Law transmits herewith
its first report rec-ommending legislation modifying the
Family Law Act of 1969. The attached report recommends
legislation to expand remedies available to victims of
domestic violence.
The attached report was unanimously adopted by the Advisory
Commission at its meeting held on October 23, 1978, with
one member absent.
The Advisory Commission wishes to extend its deep appreciation to Nanci Clinch, of the San Diego Bar, and Mark Portman,
of the San Jose Bar, for their untiring efforts in the preparation of this report for the Subcommittee.
Very truly yours,
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~~Fainer,
Chairperson
Advisory Commission on Family

Law,
Senate Subcommittee on Administration of Justice
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9.

A statewide tol

Domestic Violence Hotline should

be funded to provide information and assistance to victims and
to gather and make public data about the frequency and nature
of calls.

10.

A Governor's Commission on Domestic Violence should be

created to establish and monitor programs for statewide
coordination, gathering and dissemination of data and to provide
technical assistance to domestic violence programs, and to
perform other related functions.

11.

More and better educat

1 programs on domestic

violence should be offered in law enforcement training, in law
schools and through the Center
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1 Education and Research.
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two years prior to

the act causing death or aggravated assault, and in 50 percent
of those cases police had been summoned five or more times in the

!_I
two year period before the reported murder or assault occurred.
According to the FBI, in 1973 one-fourth of all murders throughout
the nation occurred within the family and one-half of these were
_21
husband-wife killings.
The disturbing conclusion reached by this Study Group is that
historically the civil and criminal laws and the mechanisms for
enforcement of those laws have

b~en

ineffective in preventing the

recurrence of domestic violence.
Traditionally many of our laws, as well as the comn1on laws of
England, have given sanction to a wife beater's acts.

As Sir

William Blackstone, a noted English legal scholar, commented:
"The husband also, by the old law, might give his
wife moderate correction.
For, as he is to answer
for her misbehavior, the law thought it reasonable
to entrust him with this power of restraining her,
by domestic chastisement, in the same moderation
that a man is allowed to correct his apprentices
or children, for whom the master or parent is also
liable in some cases to answer." !i_l
Even today there continues to be a reluctance among law
enforcement agencies, prosecuting agencies, the private bar, social
service agencies, the judiciary and the legislature in accepting
the premise that violent behavior towards another person in a
domestic situation is not acceptable behavior.
The feminist movement has drawn attention to the issue of
domestic violence,and the magnitude and seriousness of domestic
violence is now recognized as a serious social problem.

Concerted

efforts of the feminists and the media to educate the general
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This report and its recommendations are offered as a starting
point from which California's legislative and executive branches might
develop a comprehensive scheme of legislative reform which would
offer victims of domestic violence viable legal alternatives to
their problems and, for the first time, establish a clear state
policy that, in all areas of the law, discrimination against
victims of domestic violence in the substance and enforcement of
the law will not be tolerated.
The

Study Group on Domestic Violence has attempted to limit

its study and recommendations to areas of the law directly or
llj
indirectly related to the Family Law Act
or its enforcement.
We discovered the issue of domestic violence and the need for
legislative revision to deal with the problem extends far beyond
the provisions of the Family Law Act, and cannot be separated
from other areas of the law.
Many of our recommendations have been drawn from existing
statutes and proposed legislation from throughout the United
States and Great Britain, as well as from our own personal experience as attorneys representing victims of domestic violence.
The recommendations made in this report are based upon the
following principles:
1.

that in order to be effective, all laws pertaining to
the prevention of domestic violence should be fully
enforced by law enforcement officers regardless of the
relationship of the parties;

2.

that all victims of domestic violence should have the
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Pizzey, founder of

Great Britain:

"a center in every city in every country would
help .•• but it's like putting a band-aid on a
cancer. What's really needed is legal and
societal recognition of the problem." ll!
If women were truly liberated,wife abuse could be minimized
by having them simply walk away; but it is unlikely that a woman
can walk away from abuse by an entire society, whether it be the
result of economic, social or legal discrimination.

It is unlikely

that while the laws proclaim women to be unequal, the women will
be able to convince themselves that it is not so.

Until our

society sees fit to grant true equality to women inside and outside of marriage, the epidemic of domestic violence will continue.
The Study Group

on Domestic Violence offers this report to

further the legal and societal recognition of the problem of
domestic violence in the State of California.
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s apply to those terms as they are
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used throughout this

" perpetrated on a family or

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE is "
household member(s).

ABUSE means the occurrence of one (1) or more of the
following acts:
a)

Attempting to cause or

ionally, knowingly, or

recklessly causing bodily injury;
b)

Placing another person in reasonable apprehension of
imminent serious bodily injury;

c)

Engaging in conduct which creates a substantial
danger of phys

jury to another person.

FAMILY AND HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS means spouses, persons
co-habitating, persons
habitants, parents or

spouses or co-

were

, or other persons related by

consanguinity or af
HARASSMENT means

second degree.
and

1

course of conduct

directed at a specific person which seriously alarms, annoys
serves no legitimate pur-

or harasses such person,
pose.

The course of conduct mu

be

as would cause a

reasonable person to suffer substantial emotional distress, and
must actually cause subs

1 emot

petitioner or

=7~

distress to the

COURSE OF CONDUCT is a pattern of conduct composed of a
series of acts over a period of time, however short, evidencing
a continuity of purpose.

Constitutionally protected activity

is not included within the meaning of "course of conduct.''
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II.
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forth in Appendix A).
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WHY EXISTING LAWS ARE INEFFECTIVE IN DEALING WITH DOMESTIC VIOLENCE:
All of the laws which currently provide for protective orders
and their enforcement were either written or have been interpreted
and applied in several different ways, which has resulted in a lack
of uniformity and integration among them.

The types of orders

which may be issued under the various code sections are limited or
unspecified.

None of the existing statutes include specific

authority enabling the courts to grant orders pertaining to other
issues which may need to be decided or to other individuals in need
of the court's protection in order to provide comprehensive relief.
Most victims of domestic violence seem to have little, if any,
knowledge of the availability of protective orders or the various
legal methods of enforcing their rights.
Enforcement of protective orders has been generally nonexistent.

This non-enforcement policy is a result of the failure

of existing statutes to provide the necessary mandate for law
enforcement officers to insure compliance with valid court orders
or quick protective action when violations occur.
Given the many problems that interfere with the execution and
enforcement of protective orders, it is not surprising that a
widely held attitude among attorneys, law enforcement officers and
batterers is protective orders are not worth the paper they are
printed on.
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SPECIFIC STATUTES:

ASSESSMENT OF SHORTCOMINGS:
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the victim, but
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occurred.
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a

of protection for

the victim's inability to
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s refuse to issue

complaints for violations of these orders because, among other
reasons, they may have difficulty in proving the batterer's
conduct was in willful violation of the court's vague language.
The existing restraining orders have not been effective in
protecting the many women who have been sexually assaulted by
their estranged husbands.

Law enforcement officers, prosecuting

agencies and courts often ignore complaints in these cases,
reasoning that any such charge would be hard to prove.
Other important issues which could be resolved by pre-trial
orders in cases of domestic violence, but usually are not, are
the following:

the use and control of personal property such as

automobiles; the payment of encumbrances and debts; and clear
guidelines regarding visitation of the minor children when a
temporary custody order has been issued.

Currently, there are no

provisions in Civil Code Section 4359 for the above orders and,

as a result, arguments have often developed between the parties
over these issues, many times resulting in further violence.
Civil Code Section 4359 should be revised with the intent
of accomplishing the following objectives:
1)

elaborating with specificity the language of
restraining orders which may be issued under
this section;

2)

resolving issues of visitation and possession
of property pending trial in order to avoid
unnecessary contact between the parties over
these issues; and

3)

enabling the court to issue any relevant orders
deemed necessary to prevent violence.
-12-
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express authority for
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(See Appendix A).
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Civil Code Section 4359 or
to law

Family Court restraining orders
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authorized by Code

of Civil Procedure

527(b) for restraining orders issued

pursuant to that sect

Law enforcement officers have stead-

fastly refus

to

restraining orders other than 527(b)

restraining orders, arguing
present validity.

have no verification of their

is no statutory directive that violation

of other court orders shall be a misdemeanor.

B.

Code of C

Procedure S

The rec
has been an

Procedure S
the effect

to

availability of restr
Tradi

c

Code of

s
a

cases

of domest

court order restra

son

her and requested
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violence.

batter

or

to help enforce the
have been:
nature, call your

"there is no ef
orders are

s and

violence obtained a

order, common excuses of
"the problem is

527(b)

or

ther the restraining
of C

l Procedure Section 527(b)

represents a major legislative effort to surmount these excuses
and to enable the victim to obtain assistance in enforcing valid
restraining orders.
527(b) restraining orders have been unobtainable in many
cases.

Attorney's fees and the cost of filing have priced the

obtaining of such an order anywhere from $200-$400, unless the
victim is able to qualify for free legal services and waiver of
the filing fee.
The statute does not specifically authorize recovery of
attorney's fees and costs.

If such a provision were included,

more attorneys might agree, for little or no retainer, to assist
the victim in obtaining restraining orders.
Many domestic violence victims cannot afford the price of
obtaining such an order which offers protection for up to 30 days.
Because punishment for violation of a valid court order requires

the responding party first be served with a copy of the restraining
orders, in some cases the 30 day period may end before the individual can be served with such orders.
Another shortcoming of this statute is its failure to clearly
specify the types of orders which may be obtained.

As a result,

there has been much confusion among the courts and the bar over
the extent of the court's authority to grant orders pursuant to this
statute.
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ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR WITHIN THE LEGAL SYSTEM:
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s

to
language

The courts should be made aware of their duty to make the
use of the powers of the court available for the protection and
benefit of victims of domestic violence.

Law Enforcement Officers:
The current approach taken by many law enforcement officers
is avoidance of any responsibility for enforcement of valid
protective orders.
In responding to domestic disturbance calls, law enforcement
officers will often suggest that the victim consult an attorney
to obtain a restraining order.

Although the victim may demand

his or her right to be protected and that the batterer be
arrested, many law enforcement officers respond from an altogether
different perspective, their interest focused on keeping the peace,
settling the parties differences and avoiding arrest.

~/

As a result of this approach, the batterer correctly perceives the authorities will do very little, if anything, to stop
the abusive behavior and the victim perceives he or she must seek
protection elsewhere.
After a victim has successfully obtained restraining orders,
the same officers who suggested obtaining the orders usually turn
around and inform the victim he or she must contact his or her
attorney if the batterer violates the orders.

These same officers

often inform the victim that the restraining orders are ''civil" in
nature, and therefore not within their authority to enforce.
policy is erroneous in that

viola~ions

criminal in nature (See Appendix B ) .
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This

of valid court orders are
However, the victims usually

have no knowledge that such violations are misdemeanors~ and.the
officers have no duty to so inform them.
The "restraining order runaround", cs it is commonly
referred to, has done more to reduce the effectiveness of pro;t~f7ti ve orders than any other problems mentioned herein~bqve •.
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syGiem's ability to prevent further harfU to themselves
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Not all officers, however, are insensitive·to
.... the issues pre'

sented in this discussion.

Just as attitudes vary among individual

judges and attorneys, law enforcement officers possess extremely
divergent attitudes and, similar to the courts, the availability of
police protection from one jurisdiction or one district to the
next will often vary greatly depending upon the individual officer's
views.

It is this unequal interpretation of the protective order

statutes among the various jurisdictions which thi's report
addresses and attempts to remedy.

THE PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:
A.

'1.

Recommended Legislative Revision of Civil
The

C~de

Section 4359:

Study Group on Domestic Violence has rewritten the

restraining orders which may be issued under this code section •
. The· new language more specifically sets forth the behavior
which may be prohibited, with the intention of clearly informing
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the batterer, and law enforcement officials,of the behavior
prohibited by the order.
This Study Group recommends modification of the statutory
authority to issue orders to vacate the family dwelling, as
provided in Section l(c) of the proposed revision of Civil Code
~

Section 4359, to further clarify the court's authority to issue
such orders pending a hearing on the matter, and regardless of
nwnership or other possessory interests in the property by either
party.

It is recommended that the standard for issuance of the

order to vacate be expanded to include circumstances where one
party assaults or threatens to assault the other party.
The Study Group

further recommends that Section 4359

specifically authorize orders which clarify the use and control
of property and the granting or denial of visitation with the
minor children pending a hearing on these matters before the
court (See Sections l(d) and l(e) of the recommended legislative
revision of Civil Code Section 4359, infra).
The Study Group

further recommends the courts be empowered

to make any further orders determined by the court as necessary
to prevent violence against a party, the party's family or other
household members (See Section l(f) of the recommended legislative
revision of Civil Code Section 4359, infra).
It is virtually impossible for a statute to anticipate every
circumstance or need of the persons whom it may be intended to
protect.

Therefore, the courts must be entrusted with authority to

issue necessary orders suited to individual circumstances, with
adequate assurances that both sides of the dispute will have an
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The Study Group

recoiTmends the duration of the orders be

extended from 30 days, as is provided in Code of Civil Procedure
Section 527(b), to 90 days with the court retaining authority to
make further renewals of such orders.

It is also recommended

the filing fee for protective relief be reduced, with allowance
for fee waivers.

The proposed act further provides for the filing

of the court's orders with appropriate local law enforcement
agencies and requires those agencies to maintain the orders on
file, as is currently provided in Code of Civil Procedure Section
527(b)

(however, 527(b) does not mandate law enforcement agencies

to maintain such files).
The rights of a petitioner to request relief in propria
persona (representing oneself before the court)
by the

Study Group throughout this report.

is also recognized

However, in order to

enable adequate enforcement of restraining orders by contempt, we
further recommend the court be authorized, in its discretion, to
appoint attorneys to represent victims of domestic violence in
pursuing contempt actions against the batterer for violations of
valid restraining orders.
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A.

RECOMMENDED LEGISLATIVE REVISION OF
CIVIL CODE SECTION 4359

1.

During the pendency

ing under Title 2
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(commencing with Section 4400) or Ti
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in the manner provided by Sect

e 3 (commencing wi,th
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527(a) of the Code of
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I
a)

For the restraint

any person from transferring,
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except in the usual course of business or for the
necessities of life, and if such order is directed
against a party, requiring him or her to notify the
other party of any proposed extraordinary expenditures;
b)

For the res
molesting, harass
sexual
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, attack

as saul
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, striking, threatening,
or disturbing the peace

of the other party or any person under the care,
custody or

of the other party, and,in the dis-

cretion of the court and upon a showing of good cause,
other specifical
c)

The court may
home for

named
one
of t
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and household members;
to move out of the
and under such conditions

as the court determines, whether the home is rented,
owned or being purchased by one party or both parties,
if that party assaults or threatens to assault the
other or if it can be shown that physical or emotional
harm would otherwise result to the petitioning party
or any person under the care, custody and control of
such party;
d)

For the temporary use, possession and control of the
real or personal property of the parties or either of
them and the payment of installment liens and
encumbrances thereon;

e)

For the determination of the temporary custody of any
minor children of the marriage and to establish
temporary visitation rights or to deny visitation
rights as determined by the court to be in the best
interests of the children;

f)

Any further orders determined by the court as necessary
to prevent violence against any party, family or household member.

2.

To prevent the recurrence of domestic violence, the court

may make those orders provided in Subsections l(b) or l(f) of
this section as part of a judgment granting a dissolution of
marriage, legal separation or nullity of marriage.

The duration

of said orders may not exceed one year from the date of entry of
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the judgment and the date
order.

shall be stated in the

Said orders may be

upon a motion by

either party.
3.

sections (b) , (c) or (f) of

Upon issuance of any

this Section for the

domestic violence against

any party, family or household

, the court shall, upon

request of a party, order a

of the orders be transmitted

to such law enforcement agencies as are requested by the party.
Said order shall

truct either the clerk, requesting party or

attorney for the requesting party to transmit the court's orders
by the close of the business day on which such orders were
granted.

The clerk, requesting party or attorney for the

requesting party shall also transmit any subsequently filed
renewal, modification, termination or proof of service of any
of the aforementioned orders.

A

party may request transmittal

of orders to law enforcement agencies having jurisdiction over
!.§_/
locations where domes
occur.
lence
4.

Law enforcement agenc

that any peace of

cer

s

the state of C

at the scene of an all
be informed of the

1 es

s may

stence and terms of such orders by the
e orders on f

5.

of orders issued

(b),

ifornia who is present

ion of restraining

agency maintaining
Willful violat

lish procedures to insure

(c) and (f) of this Sect

shall be a
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to Subsections
sdemeanor.

B.

PROPOSED DOHESTIC VIOLENCE PREVENTION ACT

That there be created an act providing for comprehensive
treatment of procedures pertaining to the issuance, filing and
enforcement of protective orders, which act shall supercede
Code of Civil Procedure Section 527(b) and shall include the
17
following provisions:
1.

That a spouse, parent, child, elderly person, any

member of a family or any unrelated member of a household may
petition for relief; and that any parent or adult household
member may petition on behalf of minor children by filing a
petition with the court alleging abuse by the respondent.
2.

A person's right to petition for relief is not

affected by his or her leaving the household to avoid abuse
or harassment.
3.

Upon filing a petition, the party may obtain temporary

restraining orders in accordance with Code of Civil Procedure
Section 527(a), upon affidavit which, to the satisfaction of
the court shows reasonable proof of abuse or harassment of
petitioner by respondent and that great or irreparable harm
would result to petitioner if the order is not granted.
4.

The respondent may file a response which explains,

excuses or denies alleged abuse or harassment or to request
relief from the court.

If the court finds that unlawful abuse

or harassment exists, an injunction shall issue prohibiting
such abuse or harassment by any party and/or any agent on behalf
-24-

of the party.
5.

The court shall have the power to grant temporary orders,

ex parte, to bring about a ce s
petitioner including but not l

a)

of any

from in any

sing, attacking,

sting

striking, threaten

I

ssment of

lowing:

ted to

For the res
manner mo

of abuse or

, sexually assaulting,

battering or disturbing the peace of the
other party or any person under the care,
custody or control of the other party and,
in the discretion of the court and upon a
showing of good cause, other specifically
named family and household membersi
b)

one party move out of

The court may requ

time and under

the home

as the court determines,

such condi

whether the home is rented, owned or being
purchased by one

or both parties if

that party ass
the

ts or threatens to ass

or if

can be shown

or emotional harm would

se result to

1 of such party;

care, cus
For the award of
minor

physical

or any person under the

the petiti

c)

t

custody of any

of
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s and to establish

visitation rights or to deny visitation rights
as determined by the court to be in the best
interests of the children;
d)

Any further orders determined by the court as
necessary to prevent violence against any party,
family or household member.

When an ex parte order to vacate has been issued the court
may upon its own motion shorten time for hearing.

6.

At a noticed hearing the court shall have the power to

grant restraining orders, injunctions, or approve any consent
agreement to bring about a cessation of abuse or harassment of
petitioner including, but not limited to, the following:
a)

For the restraint of any party from in any
manner molesting, harassing, attacking,
striking, threatening, sexually assaulting,
battering, or disturbing the peace of the
other party or any person under the care,
custody or control of the other party and,
in the discretion of the court and upon a
showing of good cause, other specifically
named family and household members;

b)

The court may require one party to move out
of the home for such period of time and under
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such conditions as the court determines,
whether the
purchased

is rented, owned or
one

or

party assaults or
other or if

ing

parties if that

atens to assault the

can be shown that physical or

emotional harm would otherwise result to the
petitioning

or any person under the

care, custody and control of such party;

I
c)

For the temporary use, possession and control
of the real or personal property of the
part

s or either of them and the payment of

installment liens and encumbrances thereon;
d)

For the award of temporary custody of any minor
children of the

s and to establish

visitation rights or to deny visitation rights
as determined

the court to be in the

interests of the ch
e)

Where there exists a presumption of paternity
under C

1 Code Sect

7004,

court may

also award temporary support for the children
of the part
f)

When the re

has a legal obl

support a

, the court may award

temporary

to said peti
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ion to

g)

The court may order the respondent to pay to
the person abused monetary compensation for
losses suffered as a direct result of the
abuse.

Compensatory losses shall include,

but are not limited to, loss of earnings or
support, out-of-pocket losses for physical
injuries, property damage, and moving expenses
sustained by the petitioner;
h)

The court may order either party to undergo
medical or psychiatric treatment;

i)

The court may award attorneys fees and costs
to the prevailing party;

j)

Any further orders determined by the court as
necessary to prevent violence against any party,
family or household member.

7.

Restraining orders granted pursuant to this Act shall

remain in effect, in the discretion of the court, not to exceed
90 days; or unless the parties mutually consent to continue the
orders in effect for a period not to exceed one year.

The court

may order a rehearing at any time prior to the end of the 90 day
period to determine whether the restraining orders should be
modified, continued for another 90 days, or terminated.

A report

of a psychiatrist, psychologist, counselor or their testimony may
be introduced for or against either party at this time.
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8.

The court having jurisdiction of this Act shall provide

for issuance of these orders on a 24 hour
9.

is 7 days a week.

order or the consent agreement

The court may amend

at any time prior to
10.

s.

the filing of a petit
11.

an undertaking or bond for

The court shall not
under

s Act.

1 not exceed $25.00.

The filing

The court, in

its discretion, may provide a waiver of filing fee and order

respondent pay to the court clerk costs incurred by petitioner
in bringing this action.
12.

Any proceeding under this Act shall be in add

ion to

any other available civil or criminal remedies.
Any order issued

suant to the Family Law Act pertaining

to any matter covered

court order issued pursuant to this

Act shall render that

the court order pursuant to

this Act null and vo

to the extent that any conflict exists

between the terms of
13.

orders.

t

made

No order or

s Act shall in any

manner affect title to real
14.

Nothing

this Act shall prec

representation by pr

ther party from

counsel or

aring in his or her

own behalf.
15.

If requested

the court,
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ion

icers, welfare

agents or Conciliation Court counselors shall assist and make
investigations, reports and recommendations regarding child
custody and visitation pursuant to this Act.
16.

Upon issuance of any order under this Act, the court

shall, upon request of a party, order a copy of the orders be
transmitted to such law enforcement agencies as are requested
by the party.

Said order shall instruct either the clerk,

requesting party or attorney for the requesting party to transmit
the court's orders by the close of the business day on which such
orders were granted.

The clerk, requesting party or attorney for

the requesting party, shall also transmit any subsequently filed
renewal, modification, termination or proof of service of any of
the aforementioned orders.

A party may request transmittal of

the aforementioned orders to law enforcement agencies having
jurisdiction over locations where domestic violence may occur.
17.

The petitioner shall be entitled to one free certified

copy of the orders and proof of service for his or her records.
18.

Law enforcement agencies shall establish procedures

to insure that any peace officer in the State of California who
is present

at

the scene of an alleged violation of restraining

orders may be informed of the existence and terms of such orders
by the agency maintaining those orders on file.
19.

Willful violations of these orders shall be a misdemeanor.
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20.

Any orders issued pursuant to this Act shall include

the following statement:
"These orders shall be en
officers in the State of
21.

The court shall

s

set if a party is arrested for

all peace

the amount of bail to be
ation of restraining orders

issued pursuant to this Act .

•

22.

The court may,

its discretion and upon a showing of

good cause, appoint attorneys to represent the parties in a
contempt action for violation of court orders pursuant to this
Act.
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III.

PROPOSED LA'it'J ENFORCEMENT PRACTICES AND
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE LEGISLATION

Among the most ser
tection for victims of

ence is a

enforcement officers,

proof law

cases, to

assistance to the

ion and

enable him or her to secure

the enforcement of the
cretion in deal

ef

lems

with domes

Pol

e dis-

violence cases is virtually

absolute, without restr
This Study Group

st the abuser.

s

r

or guidance

the legis ature.

recognizes law enforcement officers should

continue to have discretion in determining what course of action
to follow in cases of domestic violence, in that each case
involves its own set of facts and individuals, and each case
requires a response best

the particular situation.

However, without bas

for peace officers

s es

to apply ln responding to

ence cases, there will
some off

continue to be an abuse of dis
in a lack of

for

The recommendat

s

of

Group are primarily

designed to encourage a
ment officials and, when

d sere ion of law enforcefacts warrant

and 'conviction of batterers.

Al

the arrest, prosecution

cr

certainly not an
Study Group

ers, resulting

is considered by the
proper circumstances,

to be necessary, g

because of the

punishment is

s l

of

victims and because of the ser
abuse the victims are presently suf
-32

t
ss of the

the present system for
sical and mental

We recognize the school of thought which argues an increase
in arrests and prosecutions is not a proper remedy for eliminating
domestic violence or any of society's other ills.

Some legal

scholars have taken the position that "arrests" have historically
been used as a tool for discrimination against minorities and
unpopular groups, and their struggle against discrimination has
often taken the form of a struggle against these oppressive arrest
policies.

However, we want it clearly understood our recommenda-

tions in no way advocate the unequal enforcement of the laws by
means of arrest policies and procedure.

But, in the area of

family violence, by application if not by intention, the criminal
justice system is effectively utilizing the flip-side of arrest,
that is, the refusal to arrest or prosecute batterers, as a tool
for discrimination against victims.

In order to remedy this

resulting discrimination against victims, the Study Group

believes

an effectuation of arrests and prosecutions of abusers is called
for.
It should be noted that domestic violence is not a problem
181
particular to minorities or the poor,-- and any resulting increase
in the arrest and prosecution of batterers would not, if equally
applied in all situations, have an adverse impact against any
particular racial, ethnic, or socio-economic group.

Even civil

libertarians, who have traditionally opposed the use of arrest and
prosecution in domestic violence cases, are beginning to understand that "arrest" is not the issue.

The real issue is one of

equal protection for all persons and the right established in
Yick Wo v. Hopkins

!21

to the nondiscriminatory application of the

laws.
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controvers

Another s

1 a

the Study Group 1 s

t

tend to limit the

recommendations is that the
discretion traditional

off

However, the problem
issue

which

ials.

discretion is a recognized
of domes

transc

to Kenneth Culp Davis,

c

lence.

According

the foremost expert on administra-

tive law,
"The vast
s
unnecessary di
power
grown
our system should be
cut back, and the discretionary power that is
found to be necessary should be properly confined,
Structured
checked •
2 o;

•

II

This Study Group agrees

Davis, particularly in the area

of law enforcement response to domest
recon~endations

violence.

necessarily include

sibilities of law enforcement off
violence cases to

the off

rights and the
assistance to the

Therefore,

our

establishment of respons

responding to domestic

ers: inform the victims of their

available to assist them; provide needed
; and enforce all laws and val

court

orders.
It is also our

post-arrest release proto assure adequate

victim by the issuance

t

for the

orders

release.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
l.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF

OFFICERS RESPONDING TO

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE:
A)

Whenever a law en

off
-34-

bel

that a

spouse, parent, child, any member of a family or household
has been physically abused, the officer shall use all
reasonable means to prevent further physical abuse including:
i)

remaining at the scene temporarily in order
to terminate or prevent the commission of
any crime or the violation of any court orderi

ii)

assisting a victim of abuse in obtaining
medical assistance if requested or if such
person is apparently in need of medical
assistance;

iii)

giving a victim of abuse notice of the following:
a)

that he or she may file a petition
for temporary restraining orders to
prevent further violence;

b)

that he or she has the right to make a
citizen's arrest (pursuant to Penal Code
Section 837) and the manner by which
such arrest may be effected (pursuant to
proposed

sian of Penal Code Section

841) and any further information
regarding procedures the victim should
pursue in order to initiate criminal prosecution.

(Whenever possible, this infor-

mation should be given out of the presence
of the suspect) ;
c)

that he or she may request the officer to
remain at the scene or assist in obtaining
medical assistance as provided
-35-
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assistance to
es and can

have a suspect removed from
she is in lawful

ed des-

a
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B)

taking of

j
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of

tigation

sess
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a lease,

ses
, and all

grant deed, rent rece
elements of a trespass exist

of Penal Code

Section 602.5, the re
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ses
for the
suspect to

ii)

s

Should
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off

for

the
be arre

and released.

to

may be cited

2.

NOTICE OF ORDERS BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS:

In responding to a call for assistance, a law enforcement
officer who is informed of the existence and terms of any restraining orders on file with a law enforcement agency and who
makes contact with the person named respondent in said orders,
shall give notice of said order, if available to the officer,
on the person named respondent therein.

If no copy is available,

the terms of the order may be transmitted orally to the respondent.

In either case, the law enforcement officer shall file a

report of said notice with the records division of the law
?_il
enforcement agency maintaining said orders on file.

3.

SUFFICIENCY OF NOTICE OF ORDERS TO RESPONDENT:

If the respondent in an action pursuant to the Family Law
Act, the proposed Conciliation Court Domestic Violence Program,
Code of Civil Procedure Section 527(b) or the proposed Domestic
Violence Prevention Act has not been served personally with
temporary restraining orders or injunctive orders but has
received notice of the existence and substance of said orders
from any person, including a law enforcement officer, any act
by respondent in violation of said order may be deemed sufficient
to subject respondent named in said orders to civil or criminal
24/
penalties.-
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4.

CITIZEN'S ARREST (PROPOSED REVISION OF PENAL CODE
SECTION 841) :

The

person to be

rson making the arrest must
to arrest

arrested of the

, of the cause of the

arrest and the authority to make

when the person
commission of or

making the arrest is actual
fense, or

an attempt to commit an

person to

arrested is

commission, or after an escape.

pursued immediately after

The person may make a citizen's arrest during or immediately
following the offending incident.
citi~en's

If the person making the

arrest is unable to immediately effect said arrest,

either because of the escape of the person to be arres
because the person making the arrest susta

injur

or
so severe

as to make an arrest
as the whereabouts of
victim has suffic
The person mak

recovered from s
the arrest must

he is arresting,

such

of

injur
on request of the person
offense for which he

is being arrested.
A private

mak

izen's arrest

a

the

sence

of a peace officer must inform the officer of his intention to
make a citizen's arrest,

the

the nature of the offense for

arrest is

Thereafter the peace of
arrested into custody

to be arrested and
made.

must receive the person being

Fa

to rece
of
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person into
25/
Sect

142.-

5.

EXCEPTION TO ARREST BY CITATION:

When physical assault or battery has occurred between
family or household members and a law enforcement officer has
probable cause to believe a felony has been committed or a
misdemeanor has occurred 1n his or her presence, the officer
shall arrest the alleged assailant if the victim requests.
Nothing in this section shall preclude the right of any person
26/
to make a citizen's arrest.--

6.

ARREST WITHOUT WARRANT:

A law enforcement officer shall arrest a person without a
~/

warrant when she or he has probable cause to believe that:
A)

there exists a valid order pursuant to Code of Civil

Procedure Section 527(b), Subsections l(b), l(c) or 2 of
the proposed revision of Civil Code Section 4359, Sections
5(a) ,5(b) ,6(a) or 6(b) of the proposed Domestic Violence
Prevention Act, Section 2(a) of the proposed Concilitation
Court Domestic Violence Program, or the section authorizing
Criminal Court Restraining Orders;
B)

the alleged offender has actual knowledge of the terms

of the order, or a copy of proof of service of said orders
has been filed with the court; and
C)

the alleged offender has willfully violated the terms

of the order.
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son, the law enforcement officer

Upon the arrest of such

shall complete an arrest or crime report in which he or she shall
include all facts of the occurrence, including a copy of the
restraining order and proof of notice.
When a law enforcement off

er at the scene of a domestic

violence disturbance does not have probable cause to believe that
the alleged offender has been notified of the orders, the officer
shall give the alleged offender notice of said orders and shall
thereafter file proof of notice with the court and the records
division of the law enforcement agency maintaining said orders
on file.

7.

LAW ENFORCEMENT IMMUNITY:

Law enforcement officers shall be granted immunity from
civil and/or criminal liability for arrests made in good faith
28
and without malice.

8.

CONDITIONAL RELEASE:

When an act of

ence has occurred between family or
er arrested, the court

household members and the
shall not grant pre-tr
unless the release
contact with the viet

1 release as an alternative to bail
s condi
for

there be no further

duration of the release order
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if the court is informed the victim is in reasonable fear of
his or her safety or well being.

9.

CONDITION OF PROBATION:

Counseling shall be mandatory in all cases in which the
offender (l) has committed an act or acts of physical violence,
and (2) has been found in contempt for violation of a court order,
and (3) the victim is the offender's spouse or minor child.

10.

FILING OF CRIMINAL COURT RESTRAINING ORDERS

Whenever a defendant in a case involving domestic violence
is ordered by the criminal court, as a condition of release on
his own recognizance, probation or parole, to restrain and enjoin
29/
from:-·
A)

ln any manner molesting, harassing, attacking, striking,

threatening, sexually assaulting, battering or disturbing
the peace of the complaining witness;
B)

going upon or near the complaining witness' residence,

place of business or other stated address;
c)

contacting the complaining witness by telephone or any

other means;
the criminal court may order the court clerk to transmit a copy
of said restraining order, extension, modification, or termination
thereof, by the close of the business day on which such order was
granted, to the local law enforcement agency with jurisdiction
over the locations where domestic violence may occur.
-41-

Law enforcement agencies shall establish procedures to
insure that any peace off

er

is present at the scene

an

the State of Californ
1

who

ation of restraining

orders may be informed of the existence and terms of such orders
by the agency maintaining those orders on file.
Willful

viola~ions

of

se orders shall be a
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sdemeanor.

IV

Until

Cone

its Domestic Violence

were no

7,

were

legal remedies available to
looking for protection

The

victim of domestic

criminal

charges against

batterer or

suant to a

for dis

pur, legal

or nullity

marriage.
Commencing January 1, 1
gained the further option of

8, the victim of domestic violence
ling for protect

to Code of Civil Procedure Section 527(b).

orders pursuant

However, restraining
up to thirty

orders issued pursuant to Section 527(b), effect

days, only offer short-term protection and no counseling.
For various reasons,

, economic demight

pendence, fear of the
, many

lp

be resolved with

choose not to

pursue these courses
, as

The Domestic

the Sart Diego
who (1)\ are

Conciliation Court, is
married,

whose welfare

(2) have chi

may be affected by

controversy

and (3) are interested

in pursuing counsel

A person meet

above criteria can

Court

If the petit
the Conciliat

is
Court

Domestic
has

the

ass
Program,
to (1) order

the parties into counseling, with the time, date and place
specified on the orders, and (2) order the respondent to restrain
and enjoin from annoying, molesting, attacking, striking, battering
or harassing the petitioner or other household members.

(For a

more complete description of the Domestic Violence Program, see
Appendix C ) .
Although the Conciliation Court Domestic Violence Program
falls within the statutory authority of the Conciliation Court Laws,
such a program is not specifically provided for by statute.
the Study Group's

It is

recommendation the Domestic Violence Program be

codified, thereby making such a program available to all Conciliation Courts throughout the state.

We further recommend children,

elderly persons and other members of the family or household be
given the right, as victims, to seek the assistance of the Domestic
Violence Program.

Quite often the child's parents are either

unable or unwilling to seek professional help for their problems
or they do not recognize they have problems.

In such cases the

child or other members of the household are often victims of
domestic violence, while not necessarily a recipient of direct
physical abuse.
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1769 does not provide for
orders to be effective for more than thirty days unless the parties
mutually consent to a continuation of such orders.

In many cases

involving domestic violence, a restraining order of such short
duration forces the victim to return to court every thirty days,
thereby causing an increased burden on the court system and an
increased financial burden on the victim.
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(See Appendix A).

No provision has been made
pursuant to the Concil

enforcement of orders issued

Court Laws.

Procedure Section 1747 mandates al
be private.

The Study

However, Code of Civil

Concil

Court proceedings

recommends the Conciliation Court

judge be given the discret

to order a contempt hearing be public

if the violating party so

sts, and that the judge have the

discretion, for good cause, to appo

attorneys to represent the

parties in a contempt act
The Study Group

further recommends protective orders issued

pursuant to the Dornest
enforcement agencies.

lence Program be recordable with law
This recommendation is consistent with our

recommendation protective orders issued pursuant to C
Section 4359, the proposed Domest

Violence Prevent

1 Code
Act and

protective orders issued by criminal courts also be recordable
with law enforcement

ies.

One central

system

for all protective

11

seek the enforcement of

orders and will provide law enforce-

ment with current

a party to more effectively

on
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val

of

orders.

PROPOSED CONCILIATION COURT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROGRAM

a statute

That there be

for a Domestic
Court, which statute shall

Violence Program of the Cone
30

include the following:
l.

, a

That a spouse, a

ld, any member of a family
may

or any unrelated member of a
2.

a Peti

Upon fil

on and upon

tion for relief;
fidavit which, to the

satisfaction of the court, shows reasonable proof of physical or
emotional abuse or immediate and present danger of physical abuse
the care, custody and con-

to the petitioner or any person
trol of the peti

oner, for the

se of preventing a recurrence

of domestic violence, the court may, with or without notice, order
the following:
a)

from

restraining
molesting, harass
threatening, sexual
battering or dis

assault
the

e of the

other party or any person under the care,
custody

control

party and,

in the discretion of the court and upon a
showing of good cause, other specifically

b)

named

ly

order

res

ld members;
30 days of the

granting of

res
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ing orders, to

attend a hearing, or counseling session, and
requiring cause to be shown why the order
should not be dissolved;
c)

any further orders determined by the court as
necessary to prevent violence against any
party, family or household members.

3.

Restraining orders granted pursuant to this statute

shall remain in effect, in the discretion of the court, not to
exceed 90 days, or unless the parties mutually consent to a
continuation of such time.
4.

The court may order a rehearing at any time prior to the

end of the 90 day period to determine whether the restraining
orders should be modified, continued for another 90 days, or
terminated.
5.

The court may in its discretion and upon a showing of

good cause, order either or both parties to attend counseling for
a period not exceeding 90 days.
6.

Any willful disobedience of any temporary restraining

order granted pursuant to this statute shall be a misdemeanor.
7.

Notwithstanding Code of Civil Procedure Section 1747,

which provides that all superior court hearings or conferences
in proceedings under the Conciliation Court Laws shall be held
in private, the court may, in its discretion and in the interest
of justice, order the following be made public:
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a)

for

hearings on

suant to this statute, if

court order

ts;

the citee
b)

ation of any

res

a copy of the
or extension,

or terminat

if

thereof, if

be filed

s

with the

agency

law

th

jurisdiction over locations where domestic
violence may occur.
~

8.

The court may, in its discretion and upon a showing of

good cause, appoint attorneys to

the parties in a

contempt action for violation of court orders pursuant to the
proposed Domestic Violence Program.

Cone

iation Court

l

inform the parties of the availability of such representation.
Either party may be represented by an

or

his

or her own behalf.
9.

•

Court clerk

The Conciliat

petition when any
Domestic Violence
10.

If requested

shall assist and make

11.

The

copy of the orders and

such

requests such assistance pursuant to the
am.
the court, Conci iat
st

Court counselors
and

regarding child custody and visit
Court laws and the

of

and

any person in the preparat

fee, assist

l'

ons

pursuant to the Conciliation

Law Act.
shall be
f

s
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ed to one
or

certified
s.

12.

Upon issuance of any order under this statute, the court

shall, upon request of a party, order a copy of the orders be
transmitted to such law enforcement agencies as are requested
by the party.

Said order shall instruct either the clerk,

requesting party or attorney for the requesting party to transmit
the court's orders by the close of the business day on which such
orders were granted.

The clerk, requesting party or attorney for

the requesting party shall also transmit any subsequently filed
renewal, modification, termination or proof of service of any of
the aforementioned orders.

A party may request transmittal of

the aforementioned orders to law enforcement agencies having
jurisdiction over locations where domestic violence may occur.
13.

Willful violations of orders issued pursuant to Section

2(a) of this statute shall be a misdemeanor.
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v.

OFFENSE PROGRAM OF THE FAMILY LAW COURT

The problem of domes

is

been estimated 50% of all women

spread.

It has

11 be battered at sorne.t

during their lifetime.
This problem is compounded by
to protect victims of

•

legal system's inability

e because of the inadequacy of existing

laws and the lack of en

thereof.

The attitudes of law

enforcement, prosecutors, the private bar and the courts concerning
domestic violence, of not getting involved in "family disputes",
has resulted in very little, if any, legal recourse for the
victims.
Quite often law enforcement will try to calm down
batterer in an attempt to avoid arresting him or her or avoid writing
a report on the incident.
The proposed Fami
New York program, whi
year.

JJ/

Offense Program is modeled a
has been ln

This proposed

court or filing a

purpose of

fil

ll

fami
fami

t

keeping the family un
as
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victim to obtain
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low a
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for less
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a similar
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1 as counsel

for the

parties.
The filing of a
purpose of punitive
protection of society.

it

the cr
st

However, the cr
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court is for the
rer, as well as the
al court

ll still

have the option of diverting the defendant into counseling or
other remedial programs.
The Study Group on Domestic Violence recommends that the
Family Offense Program be implemented within an overall statewide
Family Court system, such as recommended by the 1966 Governor's
Commission on the Family and numerous other groups.
This Family Offense Program recommendation reauires further
study and is offered at this time primarily as a means of
stimulating discussion of a Family Court system for California and
as an alternative means of dealing with the problem of domestic
violence.
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PROPOSED FAMILY OFFENSE PROGRAM OF THE FAMILY LAW COURT

for a F

That there be created an act
Program of the Family Law Court

Of

e

l

ich act

following:
1.

The family law court and the criminal courts

1 have

concurrent jurisdiction over any proceeding concerning misdemeanor
acts which would constitute

conduct, harassment,

menacimg, reckless endangerment, an assault or an attempted assault
or sexual assault between spouses, between parent and child

between

any members of a family, or between any unrelated members

a

household, except that if such act involves a child who is below
al

age of eighteen, the family law court shall have exclus
jurisdiction.
2.

For purposes

disorderly conduct not
3.

conduct"

this Act, "di

udes

a
offic

The appropriate law

probation officer, sheriff, mar
enforcement official, shall

off
se any

bringing a proceeding under

l,

be a

er or any other law

tioner or compl

s Act, before such

is

commenced, of the procedures available for the institution of family
offense proceedings, including, but not l
a)

that there is concurrent jurisd
to family offenses
and the cr

ted to, the

lowing:

tion with re

both the family law court

courts;
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b)

that a choice of forum by a petitioner or
complainant bars any subsequent proceeding
in an alternate court for the same offense;

c)

the legal, social and practical consequences
of an adjudication by the family law court
and that an adjudication in the family law
court is for the purpose of attempting to
keep the family unit intact.

Referrals for

counseling, or counseling services, are
available through Conciliation Court, welfare,
and/or the probation department for this purpose;
d)

the legal, social and practical consequences of
an adjudication by the criminal courts and that
an adjudication in the criminal courts is for
the purpose of punitive action against the
offender.

4.

A proceeding under

is Act in the family law court is

originated by the filing of a
a)

ion containing the following:

an allegation that the respondent assaulted,
sexually assaulted, or attempted to assault
his or her

spouse, parent, child, any member

of a family, or any unrelated member of a
household or engaged in disorderly conduct,
harassment, menacing or reckless endangerment
towards any such person; and
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b)

the relationship of the alleged offender to the
petitioner; and

c)

a request for a restraining order and/or
use of Conciliation Court or other counseling
services; and

d)

an allegation that no proceeding speci
paragraph (a) of this subsection is pending
a criminal court with respect to the same act
alleged in the petition.

5.

A proceeding under this Act in the criminal court is

originated by the filing of a criminal complaint.
6.

No law enforcement official shall discourage or

any person who wishes to file a petition or sign a complaint under
this Act from having access to any court for the purposes
for in sections 4 or 5 of this act.
7.

No proceeding under this Act shall be or

upon the same act which is or was subject to an act

commenced

in a criminal court.
8.

No application may be made to the criminal courts in which

a matter is pending in the family law court with respect to the same
acts.

Either court may, upon a showing of good cause and

the

interest of justice, transfer a petition or complaint to the other
court.
9.

Upon the filing of a petition pursuant to

s Act the

family law court, upon a showing of good cause, may, in add
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to any other powers conferred upon it by this Act, issue the
following temporary restraining orders:
a)

to stay away from the home, school, business or
place of employment of the family or household
member;

b)

to make an award of temporary child custody and
to permit a parent to visit the child at stated
periods and under specific terms;

c)

for the restraint of any party from in any manner
molesting, harassing, attacking, striking,
threatening, sexually assaulting, battering or
disturbing the peace of the other party, family
or household member or against any person to
whom custody of the child is awarded;

d)

to abstain from drinking alcoholic beverages or
taking any narcotic or controlled drugs without
a prescription if the use of the same contributed
to his or her offense;

e)

to have in his or her possession no firearm or
other dangerous weapon unless granted written
permission by the court.

A temporary restraining order is not a finding of wrongdoing.
10.

Upon a filing of a petition pursuant to this Act ln the

family law court, a dispositional hearing shall be set on the earliest
day that the business of the court will admit of, but not later than
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s to the court, 20 days from the

15 days or, if good cause
date of such order:

When the matter f

st comes up for hear
must be

the party who obtained the
At the first hearing the court

to proceed.

adv se

the

following:
a)

the charges

b)

the right of re

t

re

to have an
or her; if

present to

or

she cannot afford an attorney, one

be

appointed to represent him or
c)

the right to confront and to cross-ex
witnesses against him or her;

d)

the right to call witnesses on his or
own behalf.

The respondent shall

entitled, as a matter of course,

continuance for a reasonable

, if he or she

enable respondent to prepare
11.

one
, to

s

the dispos

If agreement to cease offens

must be reduced to
for approval.

I

and

t

If the court approves

the f

t,

hearing, may thereupon enter restra

law court

cour

further
accordance with

the agreement, which shall be b
in all respects be a val

it

and shall

order.

The

record shall

that

such order was made upon
12.

At the dispositional

this Act, the

ar

ly law court

on a

11 make the
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pursuant to
determination:

a)

if one or more of the alleged acts as set
forth in Section l of this Act have occurred;

b)

if the alleged acts occurred between spouses,
between parent and child, between any member
of a family or between any unrelated members
of a household;

c)

if the respondent is the perpetrator of the
alleged acts;

d)

that no proceeding is pending in a criminal
court with respect to the same act alleged
ln the petition;

e)

if the respondent is eligible for and would
benefit from participation in the Family
Offense Program;

f)

if there is good cause to grant the restraining
orders requested in the petition.

A finding of wrongdoing at the dispositional hearing is not
a finding of criminal guilt.
13.

At the conclusion of a dispositional hearing on a

petition pursuant to this Act, the family law court may enter an
order:
a)

dismissing the petition, if the allegations of
the petition are not established; or

b)

suspending judgment for a period not exceeding
one year; or
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c}

placing the respondent on the program of
diversion for domestic violence for a period
of no less than six months nor longer than
two years; or

d)

placing the respondent on probat

for a

period not exceeding one year; or
e)

making restraining orders in accord with
section (14) of this statute.

14.

upon a finding

At or after the dispositional hearing

lowing orders:

of wrongdoing, the family law court may make the
a)

to make restraining orders in accord with
section (9) of this Act;

b)

to award temporary support for the ch
ion

of the parties where there exists a
of paternity pursuant to Civil Code Section
7004;

c)

to award temporary support for the
on to

when the respondent has a legal obl
do so;
d)

to award monetary compensat

to

t

for losses suffered as a direct resul
abuse.

Compensatory losses shall

are not limited to, loss of earn

the
lude, but
or

out-of-pocket losses for injuries sustained and
moving costs;
e)

to order respondent to undergo med
psychiatric treatment;
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or

f)

to award attorney's fees and costs to the
prevailing party;

g)

to satisfy all other conditions reasonable
related to the rehabilitation of the offender.

15.

In addition, the terms and conditions of the probation,

diversion or disposition of the complaint may include, but not
be limited to, referral of the defendant to a clinic, facility or
professional for one or more examinations, diagnoses, counseling
or treatment, requiring the defendant to report periodically to a
probation officer; or release of the defendant to the custody of
a residential treatment facility.
16.

A copy of the restraining orders shall be filed by the

court, petitioner, or attorney for petitioner,

with the local

law enforcement agency with jurisdiction over the location where
domestic violence may occur.

Any subsequent modification or

termination of such order shall be filed in the same manner as
herein provided.
17.

A person may seek relief under this Act for herself or

himself, or any parent or adult household member may seek relief
under this Act on behalf of minor children or elderly persons by
filing a petition with the family law court alleging abuse by the
defendant.
18.

Willful violation of these orders shall be a misdemeanor.

19.

In all cases in which the offender is guilty of an act

of domestic violence and the victim is the offender's child, spouse

or an e

13

of

to the

hold
or

2 .

rel
22.
appropr
1 be s

presid

I
not

VI.

rei

tance
a

rea

resu
to

and pros
ser
d

of

to
for

benef
so

i

RECOMMENDATION:
That there be created an act providing for a Diversion
Program in the criminal courts and the family law court Family
Offense Program in cases of domestic violence, modeled after
Penal Code Section 1000 diversion for drug related offenses.
The Diversion Program shall be available to any person
accused of an act of domestic violence, provided, however, said
person is accepted into the Diversion Program.
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order

obt

•

affo

of

these

the court has sometimes refused to grant the requested orders,
basing its decision on the ground the application and supporting
declaration are insuff

ient on the

face.

Furthermore, the respondent may be unable to clearly understand what conduct is mandated or prohibited by the orders or
the possible consequences of his or her failing to abide by such
orders.

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Rules of Court be amended to authorize the use of
a new petition for protective orders which clarifies for the
petitioner what information should be included in the petition if
the document is filed in propria persona.
That an Orders of the Court form be authorized to allow the
judge, to the extent possible, to designate the orders being
issued by checking them off on

form.

Form #l (see Appendix D ) cons

ts

a sample Petition and

Declaration, an Order form and Responsive Declaration for use in
527(b) cases; Form #2 consists of a sample Order to Show Cause
form and Application for Order and Supporting Declaration for use
in the event the changes recommended in

is report are adopted

and implemented under the proposed Domestic Violence Prevention
Act.
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i

re

to represent the minor child when custody is in issue and when
the court believes it would be in the best
child to do so.

(See Appendix A

custody cases,

This statute is limited to

, and does not provide the court with

express author
involving

st of the minor

other proceedings

attorneys

the di

ion of the family.

This study Group

recommends legislation be enacted to enable

the court to appoint counsel to represent minor children in proceedings in which the child is the unwitting victim of a violent
ar circumstances fall within

situation, whether or not the
the purview of the Fami

Law Act.

Neither Civil Code Section 4606 nor case law provide guidelines for the representation
counsel.

Two rna

tation of children:

o~

the minor child by appointed

themes have been advocated for legal represenOne, that the attorney should act as a

guardian of the legal rights o
are eliminated, evident

the

ld (irrelevant questions

ob ec

sed); and the second,

that the attorney should take an aggressive role in bringing
information to the court which

l assist the court
sts of the child.

decision based upon the best
theory, attorneys often

ew the

professional opinions and

e, and most often

recommendation to the court as to what

making a
In the latter

s and witnesses, seek
11 make a

feel would be in the

best interests of the child.
This

Study Group supports the role of an attorney appointed

the child to be an aggress
should be made to the court.

one

which recommendations

islation des

circumstances in which an

to broaden the

may be appointed should spec

fically address these issues.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.

That

where

court

the minor

sts of
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2.
that pr
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ld may

counsel

make recommendat

s to

and that the court

rendering any decis on

feet on

may take

child,

appo

retained counsel

the

there be c

3.

or

a statute empower

court to

t

child
best

t

t

sts

7

the

There is

of

dome
about
It is

areas

of the state
telephone hotl

-free
th

immediate cris s

RECOMMEND AT
That there

A)

to

re
hour
c

ii

e

s

shal
C)

be
D
c

st

Violence Hotline shall be maintained and made available
to the Governor's Commission on Domestic Violence and/or
any other governmental or private agency and the public.
D)

The domestic Violence Hotline shall be funded by the

state.
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x.
Each year hundreds
victims of domest
hensive statis
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i
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, compre-
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s concern

violence.
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ally, law
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the courts have

violence, in and o
tical purposes.
often hidden

ho

agenc

self, a
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for statis-

c

Instead,

st

assault

c

lack of precise record

s made

gauge the frequency and extent of

violence are

s
ss

This
le to accurately

ence, or to

effectively address the
available statis

social

currently

s

ence to be a serious

problem

trans-

, a

cending ethical, racial, s

age

groupings (See

ect

s

just the tip of the
Until rec

, the s

s

ence has been

0

all but over
increasing ser

s an evers social

ancer

has

proven fatal or
There is an immedi

the magni-

tude and extent of

by a

comprehensive state
provid

cri

1

e

needed s

domes

ly
violence,

as well as proposing viable solutions to this increasingly widespread, pandemic problem.
The recommended Governor's Commission on Domestic Violence
would be a means of collecting and analyzing data on domestic
violence, providing information and technical assistance to public
and private organizations for the prevention and treatment of
domestic violence, establishing educational programs regarding
domestic violence and the remedies and resources available to deal
with such problems, coordinating all state programs providing
services, funding or research relating to the problems of domestic
violence and establishing new programs and legislative proposals
in an attempt to eliminate domestic violence and alleviate its
debilitating effects.
The establishment of such a commission would evidence the
tenet that violent action by one person against another person in
a domestic situation will no longer be tolerated.

RECOMMENDATION:
That there be created a Governor's Commission on Domestic
Violence.

The Commission shall be comprised of private and public

social service agencies, law enforcement agencies, attorneys,
community or governmental organizations which provide services to
battered women and individuals who are presently, or have been in
the past, victims or perpetrators of domestic violence.
The powers and responsibilities of the Commission shall include,
but not be limited to:

121
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1)

and

The es

provid

and

pr
the availab
the

and private agenc

iolence;

judiciary, for the
and
2)

The es

li

of law

e

agencies, the medic
problem of domes

es ava

able to deal
3)

In

Commission

ary

educat
train

in all

social work
vent ion
family;
4)

The es

ana

ing

data on domes
to the Governor

observed

in all contact
families.

ss

shall be
statist

se
or

s; and

5)

The establishment of a procedure for identifying, assessing,

and coordinating all state programs providing services, funding or
research or demonstration programs related to problems

family

violence in order to eliminate duplication of effort, inefficient
use of resources, and lack of strategic objectives and priorities
in the allocation of time, talent and funds; and
6)

To make recommendations to the Governor at least annually

with respect to the coordination of overall policy and development
of objectives and priorities of all state programs, including
legislative proposals, relating to the effort to eliminate domestic
violence and its effects; and
7)

To stimulate new programs within state agencies where

necessary to fill gaps in services, funding, research or demonstration programs revealed by the process of identification, assessment
and attempted coordination; and
8)

To seek and accept funds which may

ava

able from the

federal government or other sources in order to augment state funds
appropriated for the purposes of these programs and shall make every
effort to qualify these programs for such funding.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
A)

That a statute be enacted to provide as follows:
All law enforcement agenc

officers employed by them

s

the state

1 provide

an educational and training

program designed to inform the officers of

problem

of domestic violence, procedures to deal with such
problems, and provisions of state statutes dealing with
domestic violence, and the services and facilities available to abused family and household members.
B.

W

That all law schools in the state incorporate a study

of the subject of domestic violence in their Family Law
curriculum.

It is further recommended that the

California Judicial College and California Judges Association
include in its curriculum a study of the legal, social
and practical consequences of domestic violence.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT FAINER
HERMA HILL KAY
DEBORAH KANTER
BILLY G. MILLS
SANDRA JOAN MORRIS
ELIZABETH M. o•NEILL
JUDITH S. WALLERSTEIN
(Note: Commissioner Kanter was absent and
vote on the adoption of the Report.)
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(1977); Colo. HB Amend to 1143 (1978) pending (CRS 14-10109); Ky. HB 499 (1978) failed, went further than this
recommendation.

(27)

Ore. HB 2438, ORS 133.310, Chapt 845 (1977); Penn. SB 964
(1977) passed. San Diego Police Dept. Instruction 4.11.

(28)

Ore. HB 2438, Chapt. 845 {1977).

(29)

Mass. S 1145 (1978) passed; New York S-6617, A-8842, Chapt.
449, passed; Mass. S 1817 (1977); Georgia HB LC7 31535 (1978)
pending.

(1978) passed.

CONCILIATION COURT
(30)

See Neb. Amend. LB 623

(1978) pending.

FAMILY OFFENSE PROGRAM
(31)

See New York S-6617, A-8842 (1977), to amend the Family
Court Act, commencing with Section 812.
See also Battered
Women, Maria Roy, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1977. pp. 317-321;
Conn. SB 958, Public Act 77-336, passed; Neb. Amend LB 623
(1978) pending, provides for counseling if victim is spouse.
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STATEWIDE HOTLINE
(32)

See Mass. H No. 6088 (1978} failed; United States HR 12299
(1977) pending, the Mil
11.

GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION
(33)

Minn. Chapt 428 (S.F. 124) (1977) passed; Ore. HB 2438,
Chapt. 845 (1977) passed;
. HB 750 (1978) failed; Maryland
House Joint Resolution 61, passed; Colo. HB 1633 (1977)
failed; Neb. Amend. LB 623 (1978) pending, mandatory police
training to inform officers of the problem of domestic
violence, procedures to deal with such problems, and services
and facilities available to abused family and household
members, also educational programs -- kindergarten through
post-secondary through Dept. of Welfare in cooperation with
Dept. of Edu.; Iowa SB 2057, failed, provided for mandatory
data collection by licensed hospitals, every physicial
licensed to practice medicine in the state, every public
health nurse, every local law enforcement agency, also provided for Commissioner to design and impliment a uniform
method of collecting data on battered women; Ohio HB 987
(1977-8) pending (ORS 5110.01-5110.05) provides for estab.
of a program of Family Protective Services for Battered
Women within the Dept. of Public Welfare; see also second
draft of settlement decree in Scott v. Hart: information and
statistics shall be compiled in all domestic violence cases
and shall include "(a) the number of requests for police
assistance in domestic violence situations; (b) the type of
OPD response to the request for assistance and the reasons
for that response; (c) whether any arrests were made in
responding to the call for assistance, the reasons why arrest
was made and the Penal Code section under which the arrest
was made; (d) where no arrest is made, the reasons why no
arrest was made." See also United States S 2759 (1978) pending,
the Cranston Bill and HR 12290 (1977) pending, the Miller
Bi

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
(34)

New Jersey AB 3170 (1977) pending.
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APPENDIX A

CIVIL CODE SECTIONS
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I.

Civil Code Section 4359:

During the
under Ti
2
(commencing with Sect
(commencing with Section
4500) of this
, upon
ion of either party
the manner
provided by Section 527 of
of C
Procedure, the
superior court may issue ex
orders (1) restraining any person
from transferring, encumbering, hypothecating, concealing, or in
any way disposing of any
, real or personal, whether
community, quasi-co~munity, or separate, except in the usual course
of business or for the necess
s of life, and if such order is
directed against a party,
him to notify the other party
of any proposed extraordinary expenditures and to account to the
court for all such extraordinary expenditures; (2) enjoining any
party from molesting or
sturbing the peace of the other party
or any person under the care, custody, or control of the other
party; (3) excluding e
party from the family dwelling or from
the dwelling of the other upon a showing that physical or emotional
harm would otherwise result, as provided in Section 5102; and (4)
determining the temporary custody of any minor children of the
marriage.
2.

Code of Civil Procedure Section 187:

When jurisdiction is, by the constitution or this code, or
by any other statute, conferred on a court or jud
off
,
all the means necessary to carry
effect are also given;
and in the exercise of
s jurisdiction, if the course of proceeding be not specifical
pointed out by this code or the
statute, any suitable process or mode
proceed
may be
which may appear most conformable to the spirit of this code.
3.

•

Code of Civil Procedure Section 527(a):

An injunct
may be granted at any time before judgment
upon a verified compla
upon
ts if the complaint in
the one case, or the aff
s
other, show satisfactorily
that sufficient grounds exist there
A copy of the complaint
or of the affid
, upon
the
junction was granted, must,
if not previously served, be served therewith.
No preliminary
unction shall be granted without notice
to the opposite party; nor shall any temporary restraining order
be granted without notice to the oppos
party, unless it shall
appear from facts shown
or by the ver ied complaint
that great or
injury would result to the applicant
before the matter can be heard on not
In case a temporary
restraining order shall be granted without notice, in the contingency
above specified, the matter shall be made returnable on an order
requiring cause to be shown why
injunction should not be granted,
on the earl st day
business of the court will admit of,
but not later than 15 days or, if good cause appears to the court,
20 days from the date of
order. When the matter first comes
-81-

up for hear
order must
oppos
of the
cation and a
applicat
copy of his
herein
order.
to one cont
to enable him to meet
The defendant may,
affidavits relat
and if such aff
days prior to the hear
any continuance on
order is made returnable,
all other matters on
of the same character
be given by law. When
trial at the earl
all other cases,
matters to wh
4.

Code of C

restraining
upon the
hear
, a copy
used
such appliin support of such
fail to serve a
and authorities, as
restraining
, as of course,
he [1) desires it,
irninary injunction.
order to show cause, present
preliminary injunction,
cant at least two
shall not be entitled to
On the
upon which such
shall take precedence of
, except older matters
matters to which special precedence may
cause s at
shall be set for
date
precedence of
same character, and
by law.

1 Procedure

A temporary re
notice to restra
any
satisfaction
a court,
acts of actual violence
purpose of
assuring a period of
porary restra
order may
division to any
granted, was
such order is
notwithstand
or dissolut
A

or without
, to the
past act or
for the
violence and
involved. A terns sub-

to this subof the court,
the court.
is granted without
on an order requiring
be d ssolved, on the
1 pe
, but not
the court, 20 days
order is granted.
of each temporary
ion, therof,
of the business
enforcement
party which
at which the
ect of the

temporary re
or a person who
Each appropriate
an existing system
and current status of any
to this subdivision to any law
scene of
domestic
1 Procedure Sect

5.

an attorney of record
the court.
available, through
as to the existence
order issued pursuant
respond
to the

1769:

(a) at or a
hear
may make such orders in
respect to
conduct of the
s
the
ect matter of
the controversy as
court deems necess
to preserve the
marriage or to
the reconci
ion of the
es, but
in no event shall such orders be effect
for more
30 days
from the hearing of the
ition, unless the
s mutually
consent to a continuat
of such t
between the parties may be
(b) any reconc iat
ies, a court
reduced to writing and, with the consent of the
s to comply fully therewith.
order may be made requ
(c) ••••

6.

Civil Code Section 4606:

is in issue
In any proceeding
s
would
the custody of a minor
private
be in the best
sts
When the
counsel to represent
court appo
counse to represent the
, counsel shall
receive a reasonable sum for compensat
and expenses, the amount
of which shall be de
court.
Such amounts shall be
paid by the parents
court deems just.
7.
(a) A person
in subdivision (b)
injunction proh
(b) For the purposes
, "harassment" is a
knowing and willful course
at a s
ific
person which ser
sly a
person,
and which serves no
conduct
must be such as would cau
substantial emot
1 distress, and must
cause substant l
emotional distress to the
iff.
"Course
conduct" is a
pattern of conduct composed of
of acts over a period of
time, however
ort,
purpose.
Constitutional
protected
ncluded within the
meaning of "course of
(c) Upon fil
ion under this
section, the
restraining order
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(a} of
in accordance w
temporary restrainSection 527 of the
u
an affidavit
ing order
be g
reasonable proof
which, to
e sat
, and that great
of harassment of
iff. A temporary
or irreparable
11 remain in
restraining
not to exceed
effect, at
e court's
the court.
15 days, unless
(d) Within
pet ion, a
hearing shall be
injunction. The
defendant may
, excuses, justifies
or denies the
ing, the judge
shall receive
may make an
independent
and convincing
evidence that
exists, an
unction shall
issue prohibit
su
sment. An
unction issued pursuant to this sect
have a durat
of not more than
three years. At any
within
three months before the
expiration of the injunct
, the
intiff
apply for a
renewal of the injunction by
li
a new petition for an
injunction under this sect
11 preclude either party
(e) Nothing
counsel or from appearing on his
from representation
or her own behalf.
(f) Upon filing of a pet
for an
unction under
this section, the defendant
personally served with a copy
of the petition, tempera
restraining order, if
, and notice
of hearing of
petition.
(g) The c
1
restraining
thereof, "granted
business day
as are
enforcement
enforcement
requested by the
agency may make avai
officers rescurrent status
pending to the
brought under this
(h) The
's
es, if any.
section may be
ry restraining
(i)
sect
shall be a
order or
junction
the Penal Code.
misdemeanor pursuant
cove
by
( j ) Th is
ec i
subdi s on (b) of Sect
Title 1.6C
(commenc
with Section
e. Nothing in
this sect
shall preclude
to utilize other
existing c
1
(k)
and
ss, scheduling
instruct
this section.
of hear
and concise.
The pet

APPENDIX B

CRIMINAL CODE SECTIONS

Excerpted from:
HANDBOOK ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
INFORMATION PAMPHLET NO. ll

April 1978
s 20-26
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of eight homicides
arrests
This is

between spouses,
statute.
t to prove.

4.

a part of another
tongue, eyes, ears,
cases of domes
of her body during a
5.

Assault with Intent to Commit Mayhem - Penal Code

This
or disable a part
not be anough to
disfigurement, such
permanent scar will
6.

, or
sabling of
fingers, hands,
is relevant to
loses the use of part

Possess
a
Assault - Penal Code S 467.

situation where
A deadly weapon
objects depending
be used, such as
Because
is a
complaint. The statute
tation, if the man is
more likely,
released on
be aggravated,
woman might be
she may wi
place to stay.

§

220.

to amputate, disfigure,
attack and injury alone will
•s intent. However, any
eyesight or fingers, or a
in ten to
Intent to
domestic violence
without actual harm.
well as other
are intended to
, blunt objects.
woman must file a
violent confroncustody. It is
on bail or
situation might
against the
to use this la\'1,
for a safe

7.

situations,
fiable because

In some
justijustifiable

I

I

District
assailant in a
sidered are that
a limited family
felonies can
problems.
9.

be reluctant to charge an
a felony. Factors conarrests may strain
longer j
1 sentences for
relationship and family economic

Disturbing the Peace - Penal Code S 415.

This statute makes threatening and fighting conduct,
or the use of vulgar, pro
or indecent language, in the
presence of a child or a woman, a misdemeanor. Visible abuse
is not required.
The statute may be used as a preventive measure against
some forms of violence.
10.

Peace Bond - Penal Code S 706.

Where the court concludes that a person may •disturb
the peace,• the person complained of may be required to post a
peace bond up to $5000, enforceable for six months and renewable.
Failure to deposit the bond with the court may result in
imprisonment. If the person disturbs the peace after the bond
is posted, the penalties are loss of money and possible criminal
action.
used in California because of
The peace bond is
questions about its constitutional
11.

Burglary - Penal Code S 459.

entering of any house or room
This statute makes
illegal. The crime must be comwith intent to commit a
to be in the room or building.
mitted by someone with no
own home with the intent to
Therefore, a man who enters
of burglary. A woman who has
commit a felony cannot
in a separate dwelling,
separated from her spouse
statute if
husband attempts to
however, is protected
break into her
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12.
involves
dwell
be gui
mano
complaint
13.

the
statute.
peace, a
property
14.

sanctions
to
mischief

15.
court
civil res
victims o
premises
from
s
of
section

-Law enforcement officers may be reluctant to arrest
a man on the victim's premises in violation of a restraining
order unless the victim produces clear proof of the violation
and a certified copy of the restraining order.
16.

Felony Child Stealing - Penal Code

§§

278, 278.5.

It is a felony for any person who does not have legal
custody rights over a child to take away, detain or-hide that
child from the person who has lawful custody over the child.
The child must be returned to the person with legal custody at
the expense of the defendant.
If there is no court order of custody, both parents
have lawful custody over the child. In this case, where there
is no custody order, it is not unlawful for the woman to take
the children with her if she must leave a violent home to
protect her safety and that of her children.
Child custody and felony child stealing is discussed
in detail in section 13 of Chapter 2 of this Handbook.
17.

Child Abuse

It is a crime for any person to physically abuse or
sexually assault a child.
(For example, see Penal Code
s 288 (a) and (b), S 261.5. Further discussion of child abuse
is covered in Chapter 3 of this Handbook at page
18.

Imerisonment:

Minimum and Maximum Penalties

The crimes discussed in this chapter are either misdemeanors or felonies. A misdemeanor is a less serious crime
that is punishable by a fine or imprison~ent in county jail for a
term of less than one year. A felony is a serious crime punishable by imprisonment in a state prison.
Victims who decide to bring criminal charges against
their attackers may discuss with the district attorney assigned
to the case the probable sentence that the attacker will receive
if convicted of a crime. A brief description of the California
law on sentencing is set forth below. ~

6. For detailed analysis of California's Determinate
Sentence Law of 1976, see Cassou, "Determinate Sentencing in
California: The New Numbers Game," 9 Pacific Law Journal 1
(1978).
-90-

The

imposition of
of prison terms
•base term• and any
set on the maximum
Base Term.
a range of j possi6le
The judge must choose
there is a hearing which shows
circumstances. If
hearing, the upper sentence
mitigating circumstances
used.

carries
term ..
term, unless
gating
at the
If
be
term is
for the
can be made longer tf
sentence wi
be lengthened

Enhancements ..
particular crime charged,
certain enhancements are
if:
(1)
(2)

the
fendant was
or use a deadly

a
(

the defendant
a firearm1
(Penal CodeS 12022.5);

(3)

19.

Proba
released
Attorney about
2,

For
on probation.
a supervised
•sentencing 111 ,
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APPENDIX C

Excerpted from:
TREATMENT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
IN THE CONCILIATION COURT OF
THE SUPERIOR COURT OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY

by:
Murray Bloom, Director
March 1978
pages 5-10
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Office for such service is $8.50, which the client must pay unless
unable to do so.
for free.

If the client is unable to do so, it will be done

If the client is represented by an attorney, the attorney

will arrange for service.
On the temporary restraining order and order to report for
4

counseling, is contained the date of the Conciliation Court conference
Approximately one week after the Petition is received and the order
has been delivered to the Sheriff's Office, a letter is sent by the
Conciliation Court (Addendum C) which explains the situation to the
respondent-battering spouse.

The letter is meant to have an

explanatory effect, somewhat of a softening effect, but still
expressing the authority of the Court along with an invitation to
the party to call for further information.
During the conference, which may be approximately one
and-one-half hours, the parties are encouraged to express their
feelings, explore alternatives, and encouraged to pursue on-going
counseling to overcome the problems which have led up to the
violence in the family.
Since our Conciliation Court is not intended nor staffed
to do on-going counseling, we may initially see the parties one or
two times, and refer them to a community agency on our approved
list for on-going counseling.

When this is done, a follow-up

conference is set in the Conciliation Court for approximately two
or so months after the referral to the other agency.

The purpose

of the follow-up conference is to see to it that the parties are
continuing in a program of help and/or that they may have made a
decision to terminate the marriage and are receiving assistance to
"close the book gently".
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the unit and that violence is merely a symptom of these emotional
problems, a way of responding to the frustrating elements of
life with which we all must deal.

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARTICIPANTS AS OBSERVED BY A CONCILIATION
COURT COUNSELOR:
THE BATTERED WOMAN
1.

May have been a battered child.

2.

May have come from a violent family.

3.

May have been abused (sexually as a child by a family
member (possibly stepfather) .
(a)

Mother would not acknowledge or accept the existence

when the child would report this to the mother.
4.

May have poor self-image.

5.

May be very insecure, fearing the loss of security if
this relationship is broken.
(a)

At least this is a relationship where somebody does
care -- negative or positive, "I don't want to lose
it for fear of what I may have to face."

6.

May be unable to see choices -- may feel deserving of a
beating, having received messages "you are no good."

7.

May have feelings of inability to "make it on her own."

THE BATTERING MAN
1.

May come from violent family and have been a battered child

2.

Does not communicate or share problems with his spouse.
(a)

Not trusting or being embarrassed to share these
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1

a physician.

2

That on September 12, 1977 Respondent and I were driv i

rvJ

3

with our children to his mother's house.

4

north on Interstate 5 Respondent started yelling that I had

5

better behave in front of his mother and not say anything he

6

did not want me to say.

7

placed squarely in my left cheek and was pressing my head against

8

the car door window.

9

cheek, yelling the whole time that I had better behave as a

10
ll

The next thing I knew, he had his fist

Respondent then l'egan to punch me in the

II

"good wife" would behave.

1:

ran the car off the freeway.

,I

As we were driviny

Respondent became so upset he almost
My cheek was sore for the next

I'

12 II!I

few days.

13

That on September 17, 1977 Respondent became very anqry

14

with me.

15

me around the neck and started choking me.

16

yelled that he wished I was dead.

17

the only ones Respondent has displayed against me.

20

This

kind of violence has occurred for the past four years.

21 I!
,,
22 I

25

This incident occurred in

That the above-mentioned incidents of violence are not

19

24

At this time he

front of our minor child, BRIAN.

18

23

He threw me up against the referigerator, grabbed

When

Respondent becomes violent against me I fear for my life.

I

I

also fear for the well-being of my two children as I do not want

II

them to witness

nor be hurt by these attacks.

I still tove

Respondent but strongly feel that without some marital counsclinq
our marriage will not last.

26
That if Respondent is not restrained and enjoined from

27
annoying, molesting, attacking, striking, battering or harrassingi

28
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l

11

rue

1
2

3
4
5

6

7

a

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

9

IN AND FOR THE COUNT¥ OF SAN DIEGO

10

In re the marriage of

)
)

11

Petitioner:

12

and

)
)
)

Respondent:

)
)

13
14

ORDER GRANTING TEMPORARY
RESTRAINING ORDERS AND
RE COUNSELING

------------------~--------~---)

T~e Conciliation Court having been petitioned by

15
16

CONCILIATION COURT
NO.

----------------~--------------- to provide means toward an

17

amicable settlement of the parties' domestic controversy and

18

to provide protection for Petitioner and the qhildren in the

19

household during the pendency of this matter, and good cause

20

having been shown, pursuant to Sections 1760-1769 and Section

21

527, California Code of Civil Procedure,

22

IT +S HEREBY ORDERED:

That the Respondent shall be

2~

restrained and enjoined from annoying, molesting, attacking,

24

striking, battering or harassing the Petitioner and other

25

household members.

26

I I I
I I I
I I I

21
28

ADDENDUM B
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9
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MARRIAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
SUPERIOR

COURT· COUNTY

OF

SAN

DIEGO

SUI1t: 1301, CHARTitR OIL BLDG,
110

W~ST

C

MURRAY

AISOCIAT£ COUN5[l ORI

STREitT

SAN OIO:GO, CALIFORNIA 92101

LEO L. KORAN
EVELYN SPALDING

236·2681

RUTH ROTH

Dear
By now you have been served an order signed by the
Judge of the Conciliation Court restraining you from committing
any acts of violence upon your spouse and ordering you to
appear in the Conciliation Court counseling offices.
The purpose of the Conciliation Court's Domestic
Violence Program is to provide families with the opportunity to
work on their problems constructively rather than committing
acts of violence in their frustration and/or inability to deal
with these problems.
We understand that the reasons Mr./Mrs.
has petitioned the Conciliation Court for services___,i_n_c....,l'u~a-e........,.h~i~s-7...,.her desire to work toward a mutually acceptable resolution of
the problems and hopefully preserve the marriage. During your
conference in the Conciliation Court, you will meet with a
Family Counselor who is concerned with providing both of you the
opportunity to express your feelings and constructively work at
developing a settlement to this controversy that has caused
unhappiness and violence that has been reported to the Court in
this matter.
We look forward to seeing you as ordered and hope
that you will cooperate in the Court's efforts to avoid any further family disruption or contempt citation against you.
If you ha~e any questions prior to the scheduled
conference, please feel free to call the Conciliation Court.
Very truly yours,

~t;:;;:QM~
Director Counseling Services
MB: lr
ADDENDUM C
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BLOOM

DIRECTOR
COUNS!:LINC S.£RVIC£1

D

FORMS

Name, Address and Te
Number of
(s)

Be
for Use of
Court Clerk On

(s) for
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF

In re
CASE NO.
Pet
PETITION AND DECLARATION FOR
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER
PURSUANT TO CCP 52 b)

and
Re

DECLARATION
County of

1.
2.

(Check
aga st whom I am
these order
----and I are marr
The Respondent and I are living together.
Re
and I lived together until the date of the belowscribed facts.
Other (state
s):

3.

The Re
on
recent

4.

I need the as istance of a court order because:

5.

ng orders of the court
(s) and fill in spaces):
str

past act of actual
he/she (state

re
, fol
control and

the reasons

be prohib
, or otherwise
because:

, harass
under

be ordered to leave our dwel
, Californ
s are served, taking
effects for the durat

~-----~--~~·--~--------~-------------

because:
That the Re
away from each of

to s
THREE HUNDRED
aces:
(check ine

1 f\ CC

Form l

That I be granted temporary custody and control of our children:
Name

Birthdate

subject to the following visitation rights to the Respondent:
None
----As follows (specify)
That I be allowed exclusive possession and use of the following
items (specify, i.e., car, etc.):
because:
6.

In support of these orders, I further declare that:

7.

I have the following actions pending with the courts involving my
family:
( ) Dissolutionof Marriage/Legal Separation;
(
) Juvenile
Matter;
( ) Petition for Conciliation;
( ) Other:

------------------

8.

The name and address of the appropriate law enforcement agency or
agencies with jurisdiction to enforce these orders is as follows:

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and
correct and that this Declaration is executed this
day of
19
, at
, California.

(Signature)
(Type/Print Name;
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3.

Respondent is enjoined and restra.ined from going within THREE
HUNDRED (300) YARDS away from each of the following places:
(
) Petitioner's residence located at
Petitioner's place of employment located at
Other

4.

----------------------------------------------------------------

Temporary care, custody and control of the following minor children
of the parties shall remain with the Petitioner:
Name
Birthdate
Age

subject to the following visitation rights to the Respondent:
5. The court further orders that Petitioner be granted exclusive
possession of:
6. The court further orders

7. The court refers this order for enforcement by all peace officers
in the State of California. The orders shall be filed with the
Police Department.
Notice to Petitioner: These restraining orders must be personally
served on the respondent to be effective. If a hearing date has been
set, the orders must be served on the Respondent at least
days prior
to the hearing.
Unless you appear on the date of the hearing, the orders
will terminate at that time.
The County Clerk is ordered to notify the appropriate law enforcement
agency of the above orders.
The Petitioner is ordered to notify the appropriate law enforcement
agency of the above orders.
DATED:
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
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tieLow Lor use or
Court Clerk Only

~pace

Name, Address and Telephone
Number of Attorney(s)

Attorney(s) for _______________
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF ___________________
In re
Petitioner:
and
Respondent:

)
CASE NO.
)
)
) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
) ( ) Application for Order
) ( ) Restraining Orders
) ( ) Child Support { )Child Custody
( }Support
( ) Visitation
( ) Monetary Loss Reimbursement
( ) Payment of Debts ( ) Attorneys Fees
( ) Counselling
( ) Court Costs
( ) Other (Specify) :

TO=------------------~~--~~~~~~~------------------------Respondent and Name
YOU ARE ORDERED TO APPEAR IN THIS COURT on
at
.m.
in Department/Room No,

(Date) __~--~~~--------------located at

---------------

to give any legal reason why the orders sought in the Application for Order
and Supporting Declaration should not be granted as requested by Petitioner
{Name) :
Pending the hearing, the Court (upon reading the Application for Order and
Supporting Decla~ation has issued the restraining orders indicated below.
These orders will expire on the date of the hearing unless renewed by
further cou~t order~ Failure to attend the hearing may result in these
orders being continued against you,
ANY WILLFUL VIOLATION OF THESE ORDERS SHALL BE DEEMED A MISDEMEANOR IN
VIOLATION OF PENAL CODE SECTION 166(4) AND/OR CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

1.

Respondent is restrained and enjoined from threatening, harassing,
striking, following, or otherwise disturbing Petitioner or any
person under the care, custody or control of Petitioner in any
manner whatsoever.

2.

Respondent shall leave the parties' dwelling located at
, California, within
hours from
~t h-c~t-1~.m-e---o~f~s-e_r_v~i-c_e__
o~f~t~h~e-_-s_e__
o--rders, taking only suff1cient clothin~
and personal effects for the duration of these orders and shall not
remove any other items or re-enter such dwelling during the duratio:·
of these orders.
7

1.

I,

~--~~~T?--~~-----------State
of Cal1forn1a.

2.

, live in the County of

----------------'

(Check applicable line) :
____ The Respondent (the party against whom I am seeking these orders)
and I are married.
____The Respondent and I are living together.
____The Respondent and I lived together until the date of the belowdescribed facts.
Other (state facts):

--3.

The Respondent has abused, harrassed, and/or co1nmitted an actual act
of violence upon me in that he/she (state facts-indicate most recent
incident):

4.

I request

a.

the following orders of the court
Restraining Orders

the respondent be prohibited
--That
striking, following, or otherwise

from threatening, harassing,
disturbing me or anyone under

my control and custody because:
That the Respondent be ordered to leave our dwelling, located at
, California, within
hours
~----~--~----~------~------------from the t1me these orders are served, taking only suffic1ent
clothing and personal effects for the duration of these orders
because:
That the Respondent be ordered to stay THREE HUNDRED (300) YARDS
away from each of the following places:
(check line(s))
My residence, located at
My place of employment located at
Other (specify)
because:
____That I be granted temporary custody and control of our children:
Birthdate

Name

subject to the following visitation rights to the Respondent:
None
As follows (specify)
That I be allowed exclusive possession and use of the following
---items (specify, i.e., car, etc.):
because:
___ (Other-specify)
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This table represents telephone calls made to the Conciliation
Court Domestic Violence Program, San Diego County.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROGRAM - August 18, 1977 to August 31, 1978

REFERRALS:
August, 19 77
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
January 19 78

135
3

February 1978
March
April
May
June
July
Aug

6

19
13
19
18

6

10
8
9
5
8
11

SOURCES:
Legal Aid
Attorneys
District Atty
City Attorney
Police
Word of Mouth
Courts
Legal Clinic
CMH

17
25
2
3
8

31

CASES ACCEPTED:

3
1
1

Publicity
Courthouse Info Desk
Battered Women
Welfare
Family Service
Chicano Federation
Guiding Hands
Navy counselor
Phone Book

2
12
18
5
1
2
1
2
1

54

Average length of marriage

6.5 years

Average education

10.5 years

No. of children per family

2. 5

Average income

$13,000
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Table B

Str

DOMESTIC

•

In Sacramento, l/3 of police officer deaths occur
during domestic disturbance calls.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE HARMS CHILDREN
Children who witness violence are more likely to be
violent with their own future spouses.
(Gelles, 1972;
Gifford, 1975)
Data from England indicate that 56% of wife beaters
and 37% of battered women abuse their children.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AFFECTS RICH AND POOR IN THE CITY AND COUNTRY
Studies in New York, Virginia, and Connecticut show
that levels of domestic violence are similar in
wealthy and low-income neighborhoods.
(Peterson, 1972;
Bard, 1971)
Police officers in rural areas report that domestic
violence calls rank second in number only to auto
accident calls.
BATTERED WOMEN NEED EMERGENCY HOUSING
Many battered women do not have ready access to funds
to obtain a hotel room or rent an apartment. Seeking
refuge with friends or relatives becomes difficult
after the third or fourth time, particularly when small
children are involved.
Welfare assistance, whether AFDC or General Relief, is
not available until a woman has actually established
a new residence apart from the "support" of an abusive
mate.
Women are often trapped in a violent home by their own
fears of being pursued or more severely beaten or by
economic and psychological dependance, or because they
have nowhere to go.
(Martin, 1976; Gelles, 1972)
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Objectives
The following survey was conducted to help determine the
actual number of physically abused women in San Diego
County who sought help through the Battered Women's Project
(BWP) during the first eight months of its operation. More
specifically, statistics were accumulated on the frequency
and nature of the battering syndrome with special attention
given to the characteristics of the populations affected,
and both their immediate and long-term needs.
Methodology
Our sample included the first 800 female clients living in
San Diego County who called us between October 1, 1977,
and May 31, 1978. All these women had been or were currently
living in violent homes where they were beaten by their male
cohabitors. The sample included clients from different
ethnic and economic backgrounds who were at varying stages
in the process of coping with, or extricating themselves
from the situation.
In no way is this sample a reflection
of the actual number of women being battered in the county.
It represents those women who were lucky enough to hear
about our program and who were attempting to seek alternatives and solutions to their problem. Many more women
remain in their homes still isolated and too frightened to
try to find a way out.
Hot-line intake questionnaires (see Appendix
) were used
to gather the information and each of these client cards
was continuously updated.
The hot-line puts the client in
immediate and direct contact with a counselor 24 hours a
day.
During our regular office hours, this hot-line
utilizes four phones.
Some additional data were also collected through a random sample of 50 in-depth case studies
which provided more detailed personal histories.
Due to the critical and sensitive nature of many of these
calls, it was often difficult or inappropriate to ask
certain questions.
Furthermore, not all of the respondents
reported every aspect of the violent confrontations, while
other either avoided or refused to answer our questions.
Thus, for each specific question, there are varying numbers
of responses or what we have called the "sample or percentage
of total population of clients." These samples may be somewhat biased due to the fact that not all questions were
answered by every client.
Results of the Research
At the present time, neither the police nor hospital records include battered women as a separate category of
assault victims, therefore, no data is available on the overall incidence of wife abuse in San Diego.
The following
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Tab

611 or 76%

1:

17
21 26

27%
2
2
1

31 -
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Table 2:

Ethnic Back~round of the Woman
80'7o of tota )
NUMBER
410
105
95
28
4

Caucasian
Black
Mexican/Chicano
Asian
American Indian
TOTAL

(Sample:

642 or

PERCENTAGE
64%
16%
15%
4%
1%
100%

642

I

Thi~ data ~how~ the peneentage on individual~
finom the vaniou~ ethnie gnoup~ who neque~ted help (,nom
u~.
It in no way nef,leet~ the avenage numben of, women
being battened in a pantieulan ethnie gnoup. Beeau~e
of, oun pnojeet'~ geognaphieal loeation, limited outneaeh ~enviee~, and laek oS exten~ive publieity, plu~
the euftunal taboo~ pneventing ~orne elient~ finom ~eeking
help, it WM difif,ieult to neaeh a~ lange a numben ofi
minonLty eUent~ a~ we would have pnefienned. Neventhele~~. the peneentage of, minonity women ~eeking oun help
elo~ely ne~emble~ the peneentage on minonity memben~ in
San Viego'~ population a~ a whole.

Comment~:

Table 3:

First or Native Lanruage of the Woman
586 or 74% of total

English
Spanish
Other
TOTAL
Comment~:
~orne
A~ian

on no

NUMBER
493
65
28
586

(Sample:

PERCENTAGE

84'7o

11%
5%
100%

Mo~t of, oun elient~ ~peak Engli~h, ineluding
&nom the Spani~h-~peaking population. Mo~t o6 the
etient~ who ane neeent immignant~ ~peak little
Engf-L~h.
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Tab

4:

(Sample:

Less
Some
Graduat
High S
technical course
Some Col
Graduated
1
Some Graduate
TOTAL

PERCENTAGE
31%
26%

4%

7
59
3
3

32%
2%
2%

1 2

1

h e-0 t

Comme.n.t.o:
o6 e.du
ofL atf ye.afL-6
c.ati ovwt t e. v
de.gfLee, ofL c.o
Fi6ty-J.J e.ve
pehc.
gtwduate.d 6hom
ofL g
e -0

Table 5:

l.l

an edu-

e.

731 or

(

5%

Comme.ntl:,:
It

m

Tit

f. e. vet
ome

omm Orl

til

' th

{J

Table 6:

Length of Marriage

Up to 1 year
2 - 4 years
5 - 7 years
8 - 10 years
11 - 13 years
14 - 20 years
20+ years
TOTAL

(Sample:

382 or 48% of total)

NUMBER
80
102
68
36
23
34
39
382

PERCENTAGE
2l'Jo
27%
18%
9%
6%
9%
10%
100%

Although 48% o6 ou~ client~ have been ma~~ied
up to 4 yea~~. 27% have been ma~~ied 6~om 5 - 10
yea~~. and 25% have been ma~~ied 6o~ 11 yea~~ o~
mo~e.
Many o6 ou~ client~ have ~emained in violent
home~ 6o~ a g~eat many yea~~. with baLte~ing becoming
a way o6 li6e.

Comment~:

NATURE OF THE VIOLENCE

Table 7:

Attacker's Relationship to the Victim
720 or 90% of total)

Husband
Ex-husband
Boyfriend
TOTAL

NUMBER
572
22
126
720

(Sample:

PERCENTAGE
80%
3/o

17%
100/o

A p~edictably high pe~centage o6 abu~e occu~~
within the ma~ital ~elation~hip. Whe~e couple~ a~e
living togethe~ and boy6~iend~ a~e involved, it i~
u~uatlu ea~Lte~ fio~ a worncw to ext~icate he~.6el6
6~om the ~ituation.

Comment~:
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Table 8:

A.

Yes
No

TOTAL

NUMBER
59
170

PERCENTAGE

229

100%

ects

•

229 or 29% of total)

(S

26/o

74%

(S

230 or 29% of

Comment-6:
In
n to the u.o e o 6 weapon-6, a 6uLt
!Lange o 6
e.o waJ.J 1'1
ed by ou-'L efientJ.J ~Lnefuding:
!tape, bJLuiJ.Je-6,
y of
a, 6JLaetuJLed
b-6,
eoneu,6-6ion-6, ab!La-6ion-6, eontu-6ion.o, and
one ea-6e,
pa!Lafy.oi-6. Although the need 6oft ho!.>pit
zation Wa!.J
o6ten g!Leat, many women
d ot -6ee~ J.Juch medica£
tJLeatment.

8

Table 9:

Number of \Alomen Beaten While Pregnant
204 or 26% of total~

Yes
No
TOTAL

NUMBER
85

119
204

(Sample:

PERCENTAGE

42'7o
1:\8%

100%

Comment~:
~ample

Although th~~ ~n6ohmat~on wa~ g~ven ~n a
o6 only 26% o6 ouh total populat~on, ~t veh~6~e~
phev~ou~ data*, and ~t can thu~ be a~~umed that
batteh~ng duh~ng phegnaney ~~ common ~n v~olent home~.

*Roy, Maria ed.
Battehed Women: A P~ycholog~eal Study
o 6 Vome-0 t~e V~olenee. San Francisco: Van Nostrand Reinhold
Co. 1977, p. 42.
According to Roy's study "those citing
pregnancy as a precipitant to violence, many reported an
unplanned pregnancy put a great strain on the relationship.
Many indicated that the husbands were jealous toward the
unborn newcomer and resented the intrusion.
Pregnancy,
occurring in a relationship already troubled by sexual
problems, unemployment and deep-rooted personal problems,
caused additional frustration and resulted in explosive
bursts of anger and physical abuse."
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ECONOMIC AND

OF THE COUPLE

Table 10:

NUMBER

I

Under $5,000 per
Between $5,000 per year
Between $10,000 - $20 00
per year
Over $20,000
ear
TOTAL

PERCENTAGE
56%

91

27%

49
8

15%
2%

335

100%

Commen~~=
abu~e

Thi~ in6ohma~lon
tha~e~ ~he 6act ~ha~ ~he
o6 women occuh~
all economic level~. Al~hough
56% o6 ouh client~ come 6hom low-income 6amllle~, l~
l~ phobably mohe a he6lec~ion o6 whom oun pnojec~
appeal~ ~o nathen ~han a heal dl66enence in ~he na~e
o6 ba~~enlng among economic gnoup~. A lange pencen~age
(See Table 26) o6 oun client~ ahe ne6enned by ~oclal
~ehvlce agenele~ and ~he pollee.
Since women in hlgheh
economic bhack
do n
~he~e ~envlee gnoup~ a~
6hequen~ly, we
e~ume ~hat ~hey 6eel mane o6 a
~tlgma attached
a ho~-line. I6 ~hey ~eek
help at all, it w
ably be
~heln own
phlvate phy~lclan,
en ~eahc
6oh ~helteh,
theih 6lnanelal ne~ounce~ w
d enab e them ~o go ~o
a motel.

Table 11:

(Sample:

PERCENTAGE
Employed
Unern lo ed

359

58%

TOTAL

615

100%

CU!LfL
LU1CommenU.: Oven
d endent "~ ou/z.ee
emploued and
vA-oi
home~
o 6 ~tncome.
~ha~ much
. On ~he othen
d, many o6
the}.) e un
oljed omen have Wohked in the paJt, and }.)orne
o ed women ane
J
pontl
unemployed
o6 the~
lw..6 band,_s.
T
, econ
nea~~on}.) g~ve.n &on not Eeav.[ng
aiLe /s om
e).)
qtu>'J
onabt'.e.

.1

Table 12:

Emplo~ent

Status of the Men
or 6lo of total)

490

Employed
Unemployed

134

PERCENTAGE
73%
27/o

TOTAL

490

100%

BER

Comment~:

(Sample:

356

in San Viego County i~
Acco~ding to ou~ data,
the unemployment ~ate o6 the men involved in the
baLte-'L-tng o6 ou~ client~ i~ aimo~t 6ou~ time~ that o6
the gene~ai population.
The unemployment

cu~~entiy

Table 13:

app~oximateiy

~ate

7%.

Occupation of the Abuser
of total)

(Sample:

NUMBER

379 or 47%

PERCENTAGE

Unskilled
Skilled
Professional/Administrative
Navy (both skilled and professional)
active: 100,
retired/disabled: 18

28
178
55
118

7%
47%
15%
31%

TOTAL

379

100%

Comment~=
Once again, ou~ data demon~t~ate~ that the men
who batte~ come 6~om ail ~ociai ~t~ata. Ou~ p~oject
ha~ ~eceived a high pe~c.entage o6 call~ involving Navy
men, but thi~ i~ not too ~u~p~i~ing given the high
den~ity o6 miiita~y pe~~onnei in San Viego.
Ou~
~matte~ pe~centage (15%) o6 p~o6e~~ional men i~ p~o
ably due mo~e to the &act that p~ivate phy~ic.ian~ we~e
called by the wive6 o 6 p~o6e6~ionaL6 (~a:the!L :than ou.~
ho.t-Une), and no:t :to any ~eat di&~eherLc.e~ in :the inc.,[dence o6 ba:t:teJLing between ghoup~.

*In a study conducted in Bergen County, N.J. on battered
women where private physicians were asked to provide the
principle source of information on local victims of spouse
abuse, their data, although biased by this source, showed
that half of their sample of "attackers" \.vould be categorized
as professional or executive. Fassberg, Evelyn.
Ch-tme-6 o6
V{oleHce Agcc[n,s.t Women:
Rape/Bccttehed Women. Bergen County
Advisory Commission on the Status of Women, Spring 1977.
Bergen County, N.J., unpublished.
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PERSONAL HI

Table 14:

•

MAN AND WOMAN

Criminal Record of the Man
2 7% of total)

NUMBER
103

Yes
No

TOTAL

(Sample:

219 or

PERCENTAGE
47/o

116

53%

219

100%

Fo~ pu~poheh o6 thih htudy, we de6ined c~iminal
he~iouh mihdemeano~ o~ 6elony.
Not included we~e t~a66ic violationh o~ d~un~en d~iving.
Almoht hal6 o6 au~ abu6e~h have c~iminal ~eco~dh,
(including agg~avated ahhault, d~ug cha~ge6, the6t,
etc.) which lndlcate6 a g~eate~ tendency than that o6

Comment6:

~eco~d

the

ah a

gene~al

Table 15:

population

6o~

entanglementh with the law.

Criminal Re
of the Woman
or 19% of total)

Yes
No

TOTAL

NUMBER
20
133
153

(Sample:

153

PERCENTAGE

13%

sr;_,

100%

A c~lminal ~eeo~d ha~ again been de6lned a~ a
~e~lou~ ml~demeano~ o~ 6elony.
Since the numbe~ o6
~e~pon~e~ to thl6 que~tlon wah ho hmall, the ~e6ult6

Comment6:

may be blah ed.
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*Table 16:

Number of Cases Reporting Alcohol Problems
(Total population: 800 clients)
NUMBER OF CASES

68

Alcohol (Problem for the woman)
Alcohol (Problem for the man)

326

TOTAL

394

Commenz~:
home~

6~guhe~ on atcohot a~ a phobiem ~n v~oient
~nconclu~~ve.
Thehe6ohe, we ahe hepohz~ng
only the numbeh o6 cl~ent~ who ~zated zhaz alcohot
wa~ a phoblem 6oh e~zheh zhem oh theih hu~band~.
Th~~ ~n6ohmazion had to be ba~ed on zhe woman'6 ~taze
menz only, and zhehe6ohe could conta~n a cehtain bia6.
Although iz ~~ cleah zhat zhe men have a higheh
~nc~dence o6 dhink~ng phoblem~ zhan zhe women, 6hom
ouh ca6e hi~zohie6 the~e 6iguhe~ ahe l~mited at be~t.

Ouh

~~

*Conclusions from the tables that are marked with an
asterisk are inconclusive because the data is incomplete.
By this, we mean that our responses, reported only as
number of cases, not percentages, encompass only those
clients who volunteered this information. The rest of our
total sample either had no problem or failed to respond.
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FAMILY BACKGROUND OF THE MAN AND THE WOMAN

Table 17:

Violence Between Abuser's Parents
226 or 28% of total)

NUMBER
Yes
No

TOTAL

129

(Sample:

PERCENTAGE
57%

97

43%

226

100%

Comme.n.t.o: FJtom ouJt .o.ta.ti.otic.o, we_ no.te_ tha~t moJte. than hal6
o6 .the_ abu.oe..Jt-6 we_Jte_ childJte.n o6 viole.nt pa!te.nt.o.
Al.though thi.o data may be_ .oome.what bia.oe_d .oince_ it
i.o de.Jtive_d 6Jtom .the_ woman'.o Jte.con.otJtuction o6 he.Jt hu.oband'.o/boy6Jtie.nd'.o pa.ot, mo.o.t wome_n ba.oe_d .the.i!t in6oJtmation on what .the.i!t me_n told .the_m ove.Jt .the_ ye._atL-6, and
6!tom in6 o!tmatio n g i v e_n by mo.the..!t-6 and 6a.the..M- in-law.
In .opite_ o6 .the_.oe_ .ohoJt.tcoming.o, the_ e_vide.nce_ .ougge_.o.t.o
that tho.oe_ me_n who be_at the.iJt .opou.oe_.o had wi.tne..6.6e.d
viole.nce_ be_twe.e.n the.iJt own pa!te.nt.o. The_.oe_ 6inding.o
co!tJtoboJtate_ what ha.o p!te.viou.oly be_e_n e..otabli.ohe_d by
othe.Jt inve...otigato!t-6.

Table 18:

Violence Between Battered Woman's Parents
(Sample: 232 or 29% of total)

Yes
No

TOTAL

NUMBER
63
169
232

PERCENTAGE
2 7"1o
73/o

100%

Comme.nt.o: Ou!t data .ougge_.ot a le.o.o .oigni6icant pe!tcentage_
o6 wome.n, a.o compa!te.d to the_ me_n, we_!te_ e_xpo.oe.d a.o
childJte.n to viole.nce_ be_twe_e_n the.iJt pa!ten.t.o. Howe_ve.Jt,
p!te.viou.o e_vide.nce {Gelle.o 1974) indicate_.o that wome_n
who ob.oe.Jtved conjugal viole.nce. in the.iJt 6amilie..o o6
oJtie.nta.tion we.Jte likely to be_ victim.o oS maJtital
violence in theiJt &amilie-6 o6 p!tocJteation.3
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Table 19:

Problem Drinkin
Sample:
0

Problem
No problem
TOTAL

Man's Parents

NUMBER
105

PERCENTAGE
51%

101

49%

206

100%

au~ ~ample, it i~ clea~ that about hal& o6
the men who beat thei~ ~pou~e~ came 6~om home~ whe~e
at lea~t one alcoholic pa~ent ~e~ided. Thi~ &acto~
undou.btedty in&luenced the ~tability o& the 6amily.
That i~ to ~ay, the pa~ent'~ ~ole a~ &inanclal p~ovide~
may have been in jeopa~dy o~ the alcoholi~m might be
an indication o6 a deepe~ p~ychological di~tu~bance on
the pa~t o6 the d~inke~. Although actual phy~ical abu~e
may not have occu~~ed between the pa~ent~, in all
p~obability ve~bal abu~e, and the ten~ion thi~ p~oduced,

Comment~:

F~om

would p~o6oundly a66ect the child and how well he would
cope in a ~elation~hip with hi~ own ~pou~e.

Table 20:

Problem Drinking with Either of Women's Parents
(Sample: 22o or 28% of total)
Nffi1BER

67

PERCENTAGE

Problem
No problem

159

30%
70/o

TOTAL

226

100%

An unexpectedly high pe~centage o6 ou~ client~
home~ whe~e alcohol wa~ a p~oblem 6o~ at
lea~t one pa~ent.
A~~uming that alcohol abu~e p~ecipi
tated di~co~d in the~e &amilie~, it p~obably had a
~eve~e e66ect on the woman'~ ~el6-image, ~en~e o& helple~~ne~~. and &ea~ o6 the d~inking pa~ent.
It i~ not
-6u~p~l/!>ing tluct the~ e womerr may have d-i6 6iculty -til
thei~ own ma~~iage.

Comment~=

came

6~om
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Table 21:

Parental Abuse of the Male Abuser
161 or 20% of total)
Nill-1BER
Yes
No
TOTAL

(Sample:

89
72

PERCENTAGE
55%
45%

161

100%

Thi~ que~tion ne6en~ to the abu~e o6 the male
battenen by one on the othen o6 hi~ pahent~. The~e
6igune~ indi~ate that a ~igni6i~ant pen~entage o6
abu~eh~ wene them~elve~ beaten a~ ~hildnen.

Comment~:

Table 22:

Parental Abuse of Battered Woman
or 18% of total)

Yes
No
TOTAL

(Sample:

NUMBER
42
103

PERCENTAGE

145

100/o

Comment~:

145

2 9'Jo

71%

Oun ~tati~ti~~ ~how that almo~t one thind
~lient~ expenien~ed beating~ a~ a child.
Thi~
~ugge~t~ that women who ane battened in eanly ~hild
hood may be mohe likely to be abu~ed in thein mannied
o6 oun

yean~.
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EFFECTS OF FAMILY VIOLENCE ON THE CHILDREN

Table 23:

Number of Children per Client
or 88'7o of total)

No children
1 child
2 children
3 children
4 children
5 or more children

(Sample:

704

NUMBER
123
190
217
90
49
35

PERCENTAGE
l7'7o
27%
3lio
13%
7%
5%

704

100%

TOTAL

Comm~n~~=
Oun da~a ~nd~ea~~~ ~ha~ 83% o6 oun et~~n~~ hav~
eh~tdn~n.
Th~ pn~~~ne~ o6 eh~tdn~n ~~ on~ ofi ~h~
ma~n n~a~on~ g~v~n 6on a woman nema~n~ng w~~h hen
abu~~ng ma~~.
06~~n ~he~~ wom~n ane unpnepan~d on
unabt~ ~o ~n~en ~h~ job manke~, and hav~ Lc~~t~ on no
money o6 ~he~n own ~o ~uppon~ ~h~~n eh~tdn~n ~6 ~h~y
t~av~ ~h~ hom~, and ~~neen~ty b~t~~v~ ~ha~ ~h~~n
eh~tdnen n~~d a fia~h~n.

Table 24:

Child Observed the Beating
34% of total)

Yes
No
TOTAL
Commen~~=

(Sample:

NUMBER
226
48

PERCENTAGE
82%
18%

274

100%

274 or

Th~

6ae~ ~ha~ ~h~ majon~~y o6 oun el~en~~~
tv~tne,u> to ~he rd~ad(. c~/tta~n£1} .i!l~lu
~he !tole~ ~hew w~ll ehoo~~ to model ~hem~elve~

eh.itd!rc:H wc:!te
c_ncc_~

afi~e!t when

fiaeed w~ih handl~ng angen a~ an adut~.
Funthenmo!te, ~h~ majon~ty ofi oun el~~nt~ n~pon~ed an
~ne!t~a~e .in p~yehologieat p!tobl~m~ ~n th~~n eh~ld a~ a
ne~ult o6 l~ving ~n ~h~~ env~nonm~nt (e.g. 0~d-w~tt~ng,
extnc:m~ ~~bl~ng

abu~e,

v~olent

on

behav~o!t w~~h playma~~~.

tontu~t~ ofi an~mal~. fiea~t
m~n. e~e. I.
Howev~n. th~
mo~t ~~gn~6ieant e66~ct on ~h~ eh~ldnen i~ tha~ by
be~ng p!te~~n~ duning the abu~e. th~y ofiten beeome th~
v~et~m~ oft p~!tpet!ta~o!t~ o6 phy~ieal a~~aul~ them~~tve~.
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*Table 25:

Reported Cases of Child Abuse

Woman as abuserMan as abuser-

14 cases
84 cases

TOTAL

98 cases

Commen~~:
The que~~~on ofi eh~Ld abu~e ha~ a bu~L~-~n
b~a~ ~~nee we wene obL~ga~ed ~o nepon~ aLL eh~Ld
abu~e ea~e~ ~o ~he au~hon~~~e~ and ~oLd oun eL~en~~
~h~~ 6nom ~he beg~nn~ng.
Thene6one, oun 6~gune~ ane
unden-nepon~ed.
Howeven, ~~ ~~ eLean ~ha~ a~ Lea~~
~~x ~~me~ ~he numben o6 abu~e ea~e~ ~nvoLve ~he man,
na~hen ~han ~he woman.
And mane ~~gn~6~ean~Ly, we
6ound ~ha~ 95% o6 the mo~hen~ d~d no~ nepon~ ~he~n
hu~band 6an eh~Ld abu~e.

*For description of asterisk, refer to Table 16, pagel33 of
this report.
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SOURCES OF HELP

Table 26:

Outside Referral Sources
72% of total)

(Sample;

574 or

First heard about BWP from:

Social Agencies
Friends or relatives
Police
News Media (T.V. shows,
radio, newspapers)
Hospital
Lawyer
Doctor
Military
Telephone operators
Other
TOTAL

NUMBER
169
107
94

PERCENTAGE
29%
19%
16/o

76
38
15
15
18
10
32

13/o
7%
3%
3%
3%
2%
5%

574

100/o

Comment~:
It ~houfd be noted that ou~ data ~how~ only
tho~e g~oup~ that make the mo~t ~ene~~af~ to ou~ p~o
ject. It tell~ u~ neithe~ which g~oup ~eceive~ the
mo~t calf~, no~ what pe~centage on the calf~ a~e
~eceived but not ~ene~~ed by the~e g~oup~.
The~e i~ a noticeable lack o6 police ~e6eh~af~ con~id
e~ing the 6act that they have e~timated that a high
pe~centage o6 thei~ call~ at night a~e 6o~ a~~auft.
Ho~pital~ a~e af~o not ~e6e~~ing all the client~ they

~ee, eithe~ becau~e the c~ime goe~
con~i~tent p~ocedu~e ha~ been ~et
the emehgency ~oom~.
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undetected o~ no
up 6o~ he6e~~af in

Table 27:

The Stated Needs of Our Clients
or 91% of total)

(Sample:

727

It should be noted that these figures are not
mutually exclusive, thus do not add up to 100%.

Comment.o : It -t.o a.ppa.Jt..e.nt that a..tmo.ot ha.£.6 o 6 ouh c.£.-te.nt.o
c.a.£.-te.d .ohohtly 6ol£.owing the. chi.oi.o. It i.o thu.o c.te.a.n
that a. de.6inite. ne.e.d e.xi.ot.o 6oft.. cJt..i.oi.o-inte.Jt..vention
coun.oe..ton~, who a.Jt..e .oki£.-ted in de.a..ting with the. immediate pnob-te.m a.nd the e.motiona.£. tna.uma. o6 victim.o~ a..o
well a..o e.xploning lang-na.nge. a.lte.nna.tive.o with the.m.
1t ha..o be.e.n oun expenie.nce. that whe.n clie.nt.o a.ne '
caun.oe.le.d imme.dia.te.ly a. 0te.n the. a..o.oa.ult ha..o occunne.d,
the.y a.ne. mane. motivated to 0ind .oalutlon.o to thi.o
.o-ttua.tion, a.nd ne..opand mane. 6a.vana.bly to caun.oe.ling.
The .oma.ll numben a6 women Jt..e.que.oting .ohelte.n ca.n pa.ntia.lly be e.xpla.ine.d by the 6a.ct that .ohelte.Jt.., pa.Jt..ticulaJt..ly
6aft.. ba.-t-teJt..ed w otne.n, wa..o nat Jt..e.a.dlly available. Howevefl., with the. e.ota.bli.ohme.nt o6 aufl. ne.w .ohelte.Jt.., ~e.
a.lJt..ea.dy have accumulated a. long waiting ll.ot o6 clie.nt.o.
Same o6 the. additional ne.ed.o o 0 clie.nt.o that we.ne .not
me.ntiane.d an oufl. intake. 6oJt..m.6 but a.Jt..e. none. the. le..o.o
impoll.tant, include.: child-cafl.e. 6a.cilitie..o, tJt..an.opoJt..ta.tion, alcohol a.nd dJt..ug cow1.6 e.ling. budg e.t advice., 'job
tJt..a.inlng, pe.e.Jt.. .ouppaJt..t a.nd Jt..a.pe. caun.oe.llng. Although
.•
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othe~ p~o6e~~ional~ in the county o66e~ ~e~vice~ in
the~e. a~e.a~, they may be unawa~e o6 oiL "lump" the.
p!Loblem o6 wi6e abu~e with otheiL 6amily p!Loblem~.
Batte!Led women have di~tinct p!Loblem~ that aiLe o ten
unique to thei!L ~ituation, and thu~ Jt.equiiLe a ceJt.tain
expeJt.ti~e and ~en~itivity on the pa!Lt o6 the agency

0

pe!L~onnel.

Table 28:

Rate of Calls Per Client
800 clie:1ts)

TYPE OF CALL

(Total population:

NUMBER OF CLIENTS

PERCENTAGE

Only 1 call
2 calls
3 calls
4 calls
5 - 10 calls
11 - 17 calls

302
263
98
48
72
17

38%
33%
12%
6%
9%
2%

TOTAL

800

100%

Comment~:

Fai~t.ly caJt.e.6ul Jt.ecoJt.d~ welt.e kept on the numbe!L
o6 client cal~; howe.ve.IL, due to the heavy 6low o6
telephone communication, ~orne o6 the Jt.etuJt.ning call~ may
not have been Jt.e.coJt.ded. Even ~o, it appea!L~ that 61%
o6 ou!L client~ called mo!Le .than once. Thi~ ve.Jt.ifiie.~
the need JOlt. continuou~ ~uppo!Lt and availability o6
coun~e.lo!L~ ove.IL a long pe!Liod o6 time 6oft. individual
batte.Jt.e.d women. 06te.n the. initial conve!L~ation plant~
an idea that the client, with continuou~ encouJt.age.Me.nt,
may cafLILY out month~ late.IL.

An explanation a6 why 39% o6 ou!L client~ called only
once i~ that the.iiL need~ weJt.e eithe.n met in that 6-LIL~t
conve!L6ation (e.g. legal Jt.e6e.Jt.~al, coun~e.ling, wel6aJt.e.
in6oJt.mation, etc.), OIL that they WelLe not Jt.eady to do
anything about the.iiL ~ituation at that time.
I t i~ al~o clea!L that 6oft. alma~t hal6 o6 ou!L client~,
the batte.Jt.ing ha~ not been an i~olate.d occuJt.Jt.ence..
Many have endu!t.e.d thi~ tJt.auma on a day by day oiL weekly
ba~i~ 6oft. ~e.veJt.al yea!L~.
TheiLe ~eem~ to be no co!LIL~la
tion between the duJt.atian o6 the batte.Jt.ing ~ituation
and the willingne.~~ o6 the victim to ~ecult.e help 6oft.
he1L~e.l6.
Howe.ve.IL, mo!Le. Jt.e~e.a!Lch i~ needed helLe..
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Tentative Conclusions:
Above all, our study verifies the need for increased
services for battered women in San Diego County. By the
end of our first year, the BWP will have received over
1,000 calls from violently abused women. Physical violence
is not just the result of a unique group of pathological
spouses, but is a widespread problem touching all ethnic
minorities and classes of society.
Most importantly, wife-beating is not an isolated phenomena
or a once-only occurrence. In an overwhelming number of
cases, there is repeated and severe abuse often occuring
in homes where alcohol, child abuse, and extreme stress
have existed for an extended period of time. The presence
of physical violence in so many of the abusers' childhood
homes indicates the strong tendency for this form of violence to be pa~~ed on fi4om one genenation to the next.
There is an important need to break this dangerous cycle
by providing legal, psychological and economic assistance
for battered women and their children that will enable
them to escape this often life-threatening situation.
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